
 

 

 
 

August 28, 2020 
 
 
Megan Kuczka, DER Project Manager 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Division of Environmental Remediation, Region 9 
270 Michigan Avenue 
Buffalo, New York   14203 
 
Re: Periodic Review Report – August 2020; VCP Site #V00314-9 

Aurubis Buffalo Inc. (Former Outokumpu American Brass Plant), 70 Sayre 
Street, Buffalo, NY 14207 

 
Dear Ms. Megan Kuczka: 
 
 In accordance with the Site Management Plan (NYSDEC Site Number: 
V00314-9) and NYSDEC’s June 26, 2020 letter to Ms. Elizabeth Zurowski regarding 
the preparation and submittal of a Site Management Periodic Review Report and 
IC/EC Certification, please find attached a Periodic Review Report that includes the 
appropriate certifications and the 2018-2020 Routine Progress Report.   
 
 If you have comments or questions regarding the contents of these 
documents, please contact me directly.   
  
 Very truly yours, 
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGE, INC. 
 
 
C. Mark Hanna, CHMM 
President 
 
Attachments 
          
cc:  Ms. Elizabeth Zurowski (ABI) 
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Certifications 
 

For each institutional or engineering control identified for the Site, I certify that all of 
the following statements are true: 
 

 The inspection of the site to confirm the effectiveness of the institutional and 
engineering controls required by the remedial program was performed under 
my direction; 

 The institutional control and/or engineering control employed at this site is 
unchanged from the date the control was put in place, or last approved by 
DER;  

 Nothing has occurred that would impair the ability of the control to protect the 
public health and environment;  

 Nothing has occurred that would constitute a violation or failure to comply with 
any Site Management Plan for this control;  

 Access to the Site will continue to be provided to DER to evaluate the remedy, 
including access to evaluate the continued maintenance of this control; 

 Use of the site is compliant with the environmental easement; 

 The engineering control systems are performing as designed and are 
effective; 

 To the best of my knowledge and belief, the work and conclusions described 
in this certification are in accordance with the requirements of the site remedial 
program and generally accepted engineering practices; 

 No new information has come to the remedial party (site owners) attention, 
including groundwater monitoring data from wells located at the Site boundary, 
if any, to indicate that the assumptions made in the qualitative exposure 
assessment of off-Site contamination are no longer valid; and 

 The information presented in this report is accurate and complete. 

 

I certify that all information and statements in this certification form are true.  I 
understand that a false statement made herein is punishable as a Class “A” 
misdemeanor, pursuant to Section 210.45 of the Penal Law.  I, C. Mark Hanna, 
CHMM, President, Environmental Advantage, Inc., 3636 N. Buffalo Road, Orchard 
Park, NY 14127, am certifying as Owner’s/Remedial Party’s Designated Site 
Representative. 

 

 

 

 0696                                August 28, 2020                

CHMM Certification #            Signature           Date 
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ES EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following provides a brief summary of the controls implemented for the 
Site, as well as the inspection, maintenance and reporting activities required by the 
Site Management Plan: 

 
Site Identification:                    VCP V00314-9                 AURUBIS BUFFALO INC. 
 

Institutional 
Controls: 

1. The property is subject to a Declaration of 
Covenants and Restrictions dated April 13, 2006 
limiting the current and future use of areas 
identified as Area A, C, D, M, and J 

2. All ECs must be inspected at a frequency and 
in a manner defined in the SMP. 

Engineering 
Controls: 

1. Cover system –Asphalt, Concrete, Vegetative 

2. Chain Link Security Fence constructed around 
the boundary of Area J. 

Inspections: 
Frequency 

1. Cover and Fence inspection 
Semi-
Annually 

Maintenance: 
 

1. Asphalt Cover maintenance 
As needed 

2. Vegetative Cover Maintenance 
As needed  

Reporting: 
 

1. Site Inspection Logs 
Annually 

2. Site Maintenance Logs 
Annually 

           3. Periodic Review Report 
Triennially          
(every 3 
years) 

4. Intrusive Construction Activities in Areas A, C, 
D, M, or J (Areas subject to Declaration of 
Covenants and Restrictions) 

As Needed 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This Periodic Review Report (PRR) is a required element of the remedial 

program for 70 Sayre Street located in Buffalo, New York (hereinafter referred to as 
the “Site”), and currently operated by Aurubis Buffalo Inc., (hereinafter ABI).  The Site 
is currently in the New York State (NYS) Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP), Site No.  
V00314-9, which is administered by New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (NYSDEC). 
 
1.1 Background 

The Site consists of an active copper and copper-based alloy production 
facility that has been in operation since 1907.  The entire parcel is approximately 71 
acres in size, and includes a plant building, which occupies approximately 1,200,000 
square feet, located in the southern portion of the property.  The Site is zoned 
manufacturing and is bounded by CSX Transportation (CSXl) tracks to the north, 
Sayre Street to the south, Military Road to the east, and CSX tracks to the west (see 
Figure 2 – Site Plan).  The properties adjoining the Site and in the neighborhood 
surrounding the Site primarily include residential and commercial properties.  

 
The previous Site owner, Outokumpu American Brass (OAB), entered into a 

Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA) on June 18, 2004 with the NYSDEC to 
remediate the site.  In September 2011, ABI purchased the Site from Luvata Buffalo, 
Inc., whom had acquired the Site from OAB.  Figures 1 and 2 included in Appendix A 
depict the Site location and boundaries of the Site.  The boundaries of the site are 
more fully described in the metes and bounds site description that is part of the 
Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions1 provided in Appendix C. 
 

1.2 Site History 
Ecology & Environment, Inc. (E&E) completed a Preliminary Site Investigation 

(PSA) at the Site in 19892.  The information gathered from the PSA was used to 
design a Remedial Investigation (RI) of the property which included the collection and 
chemical analysis of soil, groundwater and storm water samples.  The RI was 
completed by E&E in 19913.  A Supplemental Remedial Investigation (SRI) was 
completed by McLaren/Hart Engineers Midwest, Inc. (McLaren/Hart) in 19954.  The 
SRI included the collection and chemical analysis of additional soil, groundwater, and 
storm water samples.  A human health risk assessment (HHRA) also was completed 
by ChemRisk/McLaren/Hart in 19965.  All of the relevant data from the PSA, RI, and 
SRI is presented in the December 1995 SRI Report. 

As detailed in the 1995 SRI Report, sampling of Site soils identified that 

                                                      
1
 Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions between Outokumpu American Brass, Inc., and New York 

Department of Environmental Conservation, April 6, 2006. 
2
 Ecology & Environment, Inc., ‘Preliminary Site Investigation’ American Brass Buffalo Plant, 1989. 

3
 Ecology & Environment, Inc., ‘Remedial Investigation’ American Brass Buffalo Plant, 1991. 

4 
McLaren/Hart Engineers Midwest, Inc., ‘Supplemental Remedial Investigation, Outokumpu American 

Brass Buffalo Plant, Buffalo, New York’, December 1995. 
5
 ChemRisk/McLaren/Hart Engineers Midwest, Inc., ‘Human Health Risk Assessment’ Outokumpu 

American Brass Buffalo Plant, Buffalo, New York’, 1996.   
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polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and semi-
volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) were not contaminants of concern at the Site.  
PCBs were detected at only one location in Area C at a concentration exceeding 1 
milligram per kilogram (mg/kg).  These soils in Area C were subsequently removed 
from the site and transported for disposal.  Fuel related VOCs and SVOCs were 
detected in the vicinity of a former underground storage tank (UST), however it was 
reported that the data indicated that only a small quantity of petroleum impacted soil 
was present within the interior of the demolished tank.  In addition, it was reported 
that the petroleum impacted soil was underlain by the concrete floor of the tank and 
30 to 40 feet of clay.  VOCs were detected at only a few other locations on Site, at 
concentrations less than 0.1 mg/kg, with the exception of two samples that were less 
than 1 mg/kg.  No VOCs or SVOCs impacted soil was reported as removed from the 
site during remedial activities.   

 
Conversely, samples of the fill soil material collected at several locations at the 

Site consistently contained one or more metals (arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, 
nickel, and/or zinc) at elevated concentrations when compared to conservative Site-
specific soil background concentrations.  However, concentrations of metals detected 
in groundwater samples collected from Site monitoring wells were below NYSDEC 
Ambient Water Quality Standards6, with the exception of zinc detected in a sample of 
perched water from one well.  Samples of storm water runoff collected from several 
areas at the Site and analyzed for metals, indicated that the concentrations of 
detected metals were within acceptable limits established by the City of Buffalo for its 
combined sanitary sewer and storm water sewer system. 

 
1.3 Description of Selected Remedy 

Based on the results of the PSA, RI, SRI, and HHRA, McLaren/Hart completed 
a Feasibility Study (FS) in 19967.  The FS recommended remedial measures for 
selected areas of the site, identified as Areas A, C, D, and M, comprising of 
construction of an asphalt pavement cover system over all unpaved metal-impacted 
surface soils in those areas, erection of an industrial quality fence around Area M, 
and implementation of institutional controls.  Developed conservative site-specific soil 
background concentrations were used as criteria to determine whether soils were 
metal-impacted.  The FS concluded that, Asphalt Cover System/Institutional Controls 
(Alternative IV) would be the most cost-effective alternative to implement which 
satisfied the Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs).  This alternative primarily consisted 
of the following activities: 

1. Construction of an asphalt pavement cover system over all unpaved 
metal-impacted surface soils in Areas A, C, D, and M; 

2. Implementation of an O&M program to maintain the integrity of the new 
asphalt pavement in Areas A, C, D, and M; 
 
 

                                                      
6
 NYSDEC, 1998.  Ambient Water Quality Standards and Guidance Values and Groundwater Effluent 

Limitations Division of Water Technical and Operational Guidance Series (TOGS) 1.1.1.  June 1998. 
7
 McLaren/Hart Engineers Midwest, Inc., ‘Revised Draft Feasibility Study, Outokumpu American Brass 

Buffalo Plant, Buffalo, New York’ November, 1996. 
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3. Erection of industrial caliber fencing around Area M; and 
4. Placement of deed restrictions on metal-impacted soils left in place. 
 
In 1998, an 8-foot high industrial quality chain-link security fence was installed 

around the south, west, and east sides of Area M to prevent unauthorized entry by 
the public.  A work plan for implementation of the McLaren/Hart recommended 
remedial measures in Areas A, C, D, and M was developed by Conestoga-Rovers & 
Associates (CRA), and was presented in a Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP)8 in 
1999.  Construction of the asphalt pavement cover system was completed in Areas 
A, C, D, and M in two phases, the first phase occurring during October to November 
1999, and the second phase occurring from October to November 2001.  The limits 
of the asphalt pavement cover system constructed in Areas A, C, D, and M are 
shown on Figures 3 through Figure 6.  Details of the remedial action activities 
completed in Areas A, C, D, and M in accordance with the RAWP were presented by 
CRA in a Remedial Action Completion Report, dated March 20029.  

 
During ongoing communications between NYSDEC and representatives of 

OAB during the remedial phase, NYSDEC stated a concern with respect to 
concentrations of arsenic detected in some soils in an area identified as Area J, 
located in the northern portion of the property.  Soil arsenic data originally collected 
by E&E during the PSA and RI was supplemented by additional soil arsenic data 
collected by CRA in Area J during the period of May to July 1999.  An Interim 
Remedial Measure (IRM) work plan10 was developed by CRA to address the 
presence of arsenic in surface soils in Area J that exceed a concentration of 30 
milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg).  The IRM proposed interim remedial work activities 
and the implementation of institutional controls to protect on-Site workers and 
potential trespassers from exposure to arsenic in near-surface soils.  It is important to 
note that the concentrations of arsenic detected in all Area J subsurface soil samples 
collected during the PSA and RI were well below the 30 mg/kg soil action level 
suggested by NYSDEC, and generally were in the single digit mg/kg range.  
 

The remedial measures proposed in the IRM Work Plan consisted of the 
following activities: 

1. Construction of a vegetated soil cover system over parts of Area J 
where arsenic has been detected in near-surface soils at 
concentrations greater than 30 mg/kg; 

2. Erection of a commercial/industrial quality security fence around Area J 
that will restrict access to the area where the vegetated soil cover 
system is constructed; and  

3. Implementation of an O&M program to maintain the integrity of the 
vegetated soil cover system and security fence constructed at Area J.  

                                                      
8Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, ‘Remedial Action Work Plan, Outokumpu American Brass Plant, 
Buffalo, New York’, September 1999. 
9Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, ‘Remedial Action Completion Report, Outokumpu American Brass 
Plant, Buffalo, New York’ March 2002. 
10

 Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, ‘Area J Interim Remedial Measures, Outokumpu American Brass 
Plant, Buffalo, New York’, July 2004. 
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Construction of the security fence at Area J commenced in mid-November 

2005 and was completed on December 2, 2005.  Construction of the vegetated soil 
cover system commenced on November 14, 2005 and was completed on December 
6, 2005.  The locations of the vegetated soil cover system and security fence are 
shown on Figure 7.  Details of the security fence and vegetated soil cover system 
construction were presented in the Remedial Action Report (RAR) 11, which serves as 
the Final Engineering Report (FER) for this site.  

 
In addition to the areas of asphalt pavement installed from 1999-2001 and the 

vegetated soil cover systems constructed at the Site, pre-existing asphalt pavement 
and concrete surfaces also remain in place in Areas A, C, and D, which are included 
within the limits of the areas addressed by the VCP agreement.  The limits of the 
areas defined as Areas A, C, D, M, and J in the VCP agreement are shown on the 
Site survey plans 1 through 6 included as part of the Declaration of Covenants and 
Restrictions provided in Appendix C. 
 

1.3.1 Remedial Action Objectives 
The Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) for the Site as listed in the 

Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions dated April 6, 2006 are as follows: 
 
Soil 
RAOs for Public Health Protection 

 Prevent ingestion/direct contact with metal-impacted soils. 

 Reduce storm water contact with and transport of metal-impacted soils 

 Reduce airborne transport of metal-impacted soils; and 

 Reduce leaching potential of metal-impacted soils to perched water. 
 
RAOs for Environmental Protection 

 Prevent migration of contaminants that would result in groundwater or 
surface water contamination. 

 Prevent impacts to biota from ingestion/direct contact with soil causing 
toxicity or bioaccumulation impacts through the terrestrial food chain. 

 

1.3.2  Remaining Contamination 
Arsenic and metals-impacted soils remain at the site below the site cover in 

Areas A, C, D, M, and J.  In Area J, the perimeter of the vegetative soil cover area is 
demarcated with bollards.  Soil Arsenic levels below this area exceed the 30 mg/kg 
soil action level suggested by NYSDEC.  Soils in the remaining Area J are at levels 
close to the Restricted Use Soil Cleanup Objective12 guidance value of 16 mg/kg for 
Industrial Use.   

                                                      
11

 Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, ‘Remedial Action Report’, Outokumpu American Brass Plant, 
Buffalo, New York’, July 2006. 
12

 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of Environmental Remediation 
‘6 NYCRR Part 375, Environmental Remediation Programs, Subparts 375-1 to 375-4 & 375-6’, 
December 2006. 
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2.0 PROGRAM METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 Description of Institutional and Engineering Controls 
After completion of the remedial work, some contamination was left at this site, 

which is hereafter referred to as “remaining contamination”.  Institutional and 
Engineering Controls (ICs and ECs) have been incorporated into the site remedy to 
control exposure to remaining contamination to ensure protection of public health and 
the environment.  A Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions granted to the 
NYSDEC, and recorded with the Erie County Clerk, requires compliance with the Site 
Management Plan (SMP)13 and all ECs and ICs placed on the site. 

  
2.2 Institutional Controls 

A series of ICs are required by the Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions 
to (1) implement maintain and monitor Engineering Control systems; (2) prevent 
future exposure to remaining contamination; and, (3) limit the use and development 
of the site to manufacturing uses only.  Adherence to these ICs on the site is required 
by the Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions and is implemented by the SMP.  
ICs identified in the Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions may not be 
discontinued without an amendment to or extinguishment of the Declaration of 
Covenants and Restrictions.  The IC boundaries are shown on Figure 2, including: 

 The property may be used for industrial, manufacturing, and all ancillary or 
related uses  only; 

 All ECs must be operated and maintained as specified in the SMP; 

 All ECs must be inspected at a frequency and in a manner defined in the SMP. 

 The use of groundwater underlying the property is prohibited without 
necessary water quality treatment as determined by the NYSDOH or the Erie 
County Department of Health to render it safe for use as drinking water or for 
industrial purposes, and the user must first notify and obtain written approval 
to do so from the Department. 

 Data and information pertinent to site management must be reported at the 
frequency and in a manner as defined in the SMP; 

 All future activities that will disturb remaining contaminated material must be 
conducted in accordance with the SMP; 

 Monitoring to assess the performance and effectiveness of the remedy must 
be performed as defined in the SMP; 

 Operation, maintenance, monitoring, inspection, and reporting of any 
mechanical or physical component of the remedy shall be performed as 
defined in the SMP; 

 Access to the site must be provided to agents, employees or other 
representatives of the State of New York with reasonable prior notice to the 
property owner to assure compliance with the restrictions identified by the 
Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions. 

 Vegetable gardens and farming on the site are prohibited; 
 

                                                      
13

 Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, ‘Site Management Plan (Appendix I to Remedial Action Report), 
Outokumpu American Brass Plant, Buffalo, New York’, July 2006. 
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2.3 Engineering Controls 

The ECs developed for this Site as required by the Declaration of Covenants 
and Restrictions include the cover systems constructed at Areas A, C, D, M, and J, 
and a chain link security fence constructed around the boundary of Area J.  A chain 
link security fence also was constructed at Area M, generally within 1 foot of the east, 
west, and south boundaries of Area M, however, this fence was constructed primarily 
as a measure of ABI plant security, and is not defined as an EC in the Declaration of 
Covenants and Restrictions. 
 
Site Cover  

Exposure to remaining contamination at the site is prevented by a cover 
system placed over the site.  Cover systems were constructed in Areas A, C, D, M, 
and J as a result of the FS and in response to concerns stated by NYSDEC with 
respect to arsenic in some soils in Area J.  This cover system is comprised of a 
minimum of: 

 Area A - 4-inch thick asphalt pavement (except those small grass or gravel 
covered areas shown on the survey drawing for Area A); 

 Area C - 4-inch thick asphalt pavement; 

 Area D - 4-inch thick asphalt pavement; 

 Area M - 6-inch thick crushed stone layer overlain by 4-inch thick asphalt 
pavement; and 

 Area J (within limits of the vegetated soil cover system only) - 6-inch thick 
common fill layer overlain by 6-inch thick vegetated topsoil layer and chain link 
security fencing. 

 
In addition to the areas of asphalt pavement and vegetated soil cover systems 

constructed at the Site during the remedial phase, pre-existing asphalt pavement and 
concrete surfaces also remain in place at Areas A, C, and D that are included within 
the limits of the areas addressed by the VCP agreement.  These pre-existing asphalt 
pavement and concrete surfaces at Areas A, C, and D, are included in the 
implementation of maintenance, inspection, and reporting components of the SMP. 

 
Site Security Fence 

A 10-foot high chain link security fence, complete with barbed wire, was 
constructed around the boundary of Area J prevent unauthorized entry by the public. 

The composite cover system is a permanent control and the quality and integrity of 
this system will be inspected at defined, regular intervals in accordance with the SMP 
in perpetuity. 

 
Figure 2 presents the locations of the cover system and applicable 

demarcation layers.  The Excavation Work Plan (EWP) provided as Appendix E of 
the SMP outlines the procedures required to be implemented in the event the cover 
system is breached, penetrated or temporarily removed, and any underlying 
remaining contamination is disturbed.  Procedures for the inspection of this cover are 
provided in the Monitoring Plan detailed in Section 4.0 of the SMP.  Any work 
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conducted pursuant to the EWP must also be conducted in accordance with the 
procedures defined in a Health and Safety Plan (HASP) and associated Community 
Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) prepared for the site. 
 

2.4 Inspection and Maintenance  
Scheduled inspections of the asphalt pavement and concrete surfaces at 

Areas A, C, D, and M, and the vegetated soil cover system and fence around Area J 
are performed semi-annually or at a minimum of once per year.  Modification to the 
frequency or duration of the inspections will require approval from the NYSDEC.  
Site-wide inspections are also performed after all severe weather conditions that may 
affect ECs such as unusually heavy rainfall or excessive winds.  

 
During these inspections, an inspection form is completed which compiles 

sufficient information to assess the following: 

 Compliance with all ICs, including site usage; 

 An evaluation of the condition and continued effectiveness of ECs; 

 General site conditions at the time of the inspection; 

 The site management activities being conducted including, where appropriate, 
confirmation sampling and a health and safety inspection; and 

 Confirm that site records are up to date. 
 
The semi-annual inspections consist of a comprehensive walk-over and visual 

inspection of the asphalt pavement and concrete surfaces at Areas A, C, D, and M, 
and the vegetated soil cover system and security fence at Area J. Personnel 
conducting the inspections is required to comply with the applicable requirements of 
the Health and Safety Plan, included as Appendix F of the SMP.  Observations made 
during the inspections are recorded on the Site Inspection Logs during the 
inspection.  Maintenance activities that may arise as a result of the semi-annual 
inspections are detailed on ABI work orders, and signed off on when complete. 
 

Inspections are also performed in the event of an emergency.  If an 
emergency, such as a natural disaster or an unforeseen failure of any of the ECs 
occurs that reduces or has the potential to reduce the effectiveness of ECs in place  

 
2.5 Waste Disposal 

The SMP includes a EWP which was developed to address the environmental 
and health and safety considerations and procedures associated with routine or 
reasonably foreseeable operation and maintenance (O&M) activities and minor 
construction activities as well as emergency repair work that may result in 
disturbance of Site soils at the ABI plant.  ABI implements the EWP component of the 
SMP for all areas of the ABI property, and not just those areas subject to the VCP as 
a matter of good environmental practice. 

 
Site soils have the potential of being disturbed during routine or reasonably 

foreseeable O&M activities, minor construction activities, and emergency repairs 
preformed at the Site.  The purpose of the EWP is to ensure that Site soils which may 
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be contaminated with heavy metals (arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and 
zinc) are managed in an environmentally sound manner and in accordance with 
applicable regulatory requirements and also to minimize any potential exposure of 
persons conducting such activities.  

 
Typical routine and reasonably foreseeable O&M activities and minor 

construction activities that may be conducted and that could result in disturbance of 
potentially contaminated Site soils may include activities such as: 

1.  Repair/replacement of deteriorated asphalt pavement or concrete over 
limited areas (i.e., less than 1,000 square feet); 

2. Replacement or below-grade repair of structures such as light 
standards, fence posts, bollards, traffic barriers, or plant equipment, 
that currently penetrate the asphalt pavement and concrete cover 
systems at Areas A, C, D, and M, or at other areas of asphalt pavement 
or concrete at the Site; 

3. Repair or installation of underground utilities or structures necessary for 
ABI plant operations; and 

4.  Excavation of soils for landscaping purposes or to accommodate minor 
construction activities. 

 
Small amounts of excess Site soils which are generated during the site 

activities listed above and cannot practically be returned to their point of origin are 
placed into a lined and covered roll-off container that is staged on-site.  Additional 
Site soils are added to the roll-off until the total volume of material equals 15 cubic 
yards (CY), at which time the material is characterized for appropriate management.  
If the volume of stored Site soil is less than 15 cubic yards (CY) (one truck load), the 
soil is left on-site at the ABI plant for a period not to exceed 1 year, prior to 
characterization and appropriate management.   

 
If the volume of soil excavated during Site activities exceeds 15 CY and the 

excavated soil will not be returned to the excavation from whence it came within a 12-
hour period, the excavated soil will be staged on-top and covered with polyethylene 
sheeting at the end of the work shift.  Any excess excavated site soil that cannot 
practically be returned to an excavation in any areas of the site will be sampled and 
tested as detailed in the EWP of the SMP.  

 
In the unlikely event that collection of potentially contaminated site soil that 

may have eroded or is otherwise disturbed from beneath the vegetated soil cover 
system at area J is required, such soil will be carefully excavated, either manually or 
using construction equipment, as appropriate to the circumstance.  Clean cover 
material will be placed in advance of construction equipment covering the 
contaminated soil with clean soil and grading and re-vegetation will be conducted.  
This is detailed in the EWP of the SMP.  

 
All intrusive work at the ABI site is recorded on the Site Maintenance Log 

included with the Site Inspection Logs in Appendix D. 
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3.0 MONITORING SUMMARY 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the ICs and ECs is determined by the 
following: 
o Results of Semi-Annual Inspections documenting: 

- Condition of fencing; 
- Condition of impermeable cover - asphalt or concrete; and 
- Observation for bare spots in vegetation; 

o A review of site maintenance activities; 
o A review of EWP Implementation (if applicable) 
 
3.1 Site Inspections 

The following site inspections were conducted during the current certifying 
period of August 2018 through August 2019:   
- September 20-21, 2018: ABI employee Elizabeth Zurowski conducted an 

inspection of all areas (A, C, D, J & M) covered by the SMP. 
- June 21-25, 2019: ABI employee Elizabeth Zurowski conducted an inspection 

of all areas (A, C, D, J & M) covered by the SMP. 
- September 24-26, 2019: ABI employee Elizabeth Zurowski conducted an 

inspection of all areas (A, C, D, J & M) covered by the SMP. 
- October 18, 2019: Joseph S. Frandina.  P.E. and Zach Sutton (ABI) conducted 

an inspection of the areas and methods proposed by Ken Young Paving to 
repair the Driveway and Catch Basins along Military Road and pavement in 
Area D. 

- June 18-22, 2020: ABI employees Rick Rydza and Elizabeth Zurowski 
conducted an inspection of all areas (A, C, D, J & M) covered by the SMP. 

- July 14, 2020: Mary Szustak and Shane Sawicki of Environmental Advantage 
Inc. (EA) and Elizabeth Zurowski (ABI) conducted a cursory inspection for the 
areas previously inspected by Rick Rydza and Elizabeth Zurowski for the 2020 
IC/EC Certification for the PRR.    
 
The fencing along the CSX tracks, the EC fence adjacent to the substation, 

and the EC fence by the ball fields is also periodically inspected for breach of integrity 
by the plant security force.  If a breach is found, maintenance is notified and the 
fence repaired.  Additionally the maintenance department (facilities) does conduct 
periodic facility inspections as well.  Any fencing issues noted are fixed by either the 
Aurubis maintenance department or an outside fencing company.  

 
The signed Institutional and Engineering Controls Certification form resulting 

from the July 14, 2020 Inspection conducted by EA is included in Appendix B.  
Completed Site Inspection Logs for the current reporting period are provided in 
Appendix D with the July 14, 2020 Biennial IC/EC inspection report included in 
Appendix E.  The October 2019 Inspection Report  completed by Joseph S. 
Frandina, P.E., along with photos of the completed paving work is provided in 
Appendix G. 
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The following observations were noted during the most recent July 15, 2020 
inspection and most accurately illustrate the current site conditions: 
 
Area A: Some asphalt deterioration and a few potholes are present in the 

driveway.  Vegetation is present around the building and light poles. 
 
Area C:     Some asphalt deterioration is present adjacent to the water discharge 

point.  Minor vegetation is growing in this area. 
 
Area D:     Minor asphalt deterioration. 
 
Area M:     Vegetation is present around light poles. 
 
Area J: 

- A hole in the fence was identified which will be repaired.  
-  Woody vegetation is present along fence and a tree has fallen on top of 

the fence in one area. 
-  There is no evidence of rutting or washout of the cover that would 

suggest any potential breach of the cover that would foster outward 
migration of contaminants.  

- The vegetation is very healthy.  
- There are no ruts or foot print paths through the vegetation that would 

indicate that people or animals are entering this restricted area. 
 
Within the bollard area:  

- There were no trees suggesting deep roots breaching the cap nor were 
there signs of any animal burrows  

- The eight original bollards defining the soil cap perimeter are all present 
and clearly visible. 

 
As required, the problem areas identified during site inspections are recorded 

on the Site Inspection Logs with sample pictures provided. 
 
The asphalt and concrete cover in areas A, C, D, and M illustrated on Figures 

3 through 6 are intact with just a few exceptions as noted above.  The potential for 
either wind or rain driven dispersal of soils in these areas is limited.  The 
effectiveness of the soil cap and security measures are revealed by the complete 
vegetation coverage of the site with healthy cover plants that continue to prevent 
both wind dispersal or rain wash out.  

 
The following work orders have been issued to correct the deficiencies listed 

above identified during the June-July 2020 Site Inspections.  The ABI Maintenance 
department is responsible for the recommendations listed below.   
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Work Order # Recommendation Target 

Completion Date 

921514 Patch Cracks & Potholes in Brownfield Areas 

A, C, & D 

10/31/2020 

921515 Remove Vegetation in Brownfield Areas 

coming up between Pavement, Building, 

Light Poles & Fences  

10/31/2020 

917727 Seed Bare Areas and Cut Down Woody 

Vegetation 

10/31/2020 

921385 Area J: Remove Downed Trees and Repair 

Fence 

10/31/2020 

 
 

Additionally, purchase orders have been issued to subcontract the following 
repairs. The Department will be notified prior to the commencement of intrusive 
activities as per the requirements of the SMP. 

 

Purchase 
Order # 

Subcontractor Scope of Work  Target 
Completion Date 

380979 Capital Fence 
Company, Inc. 

Fence Repair in Area J 10/31/2020 

380762 The State 
Group 

Concrete Sidewalk Repair in Area 
A/ Driveway Entrance on Military 
Road 

10/31/2020 

380824 Ken Young 
Paving 

Asphalt Repairs in Area A 10/31/2020 

 
 

3.2 Site Maintenance Activities – Asphalt Areas A, C, D, M 
The following is a chronological maintenance summary for areas A, C, D & M 

during the current reporting period: 
 

September-October 2018 - Potholes and deteriorating asphalt and concrete 
identified during the June 2018 Inspection in areas A, C, D, and M were 
repaired by Ken Young Paving in concert with ABI.  This paving work also 
included the ‘sink hole’ area from the July 2018 fire main emergency repair.   
 
December 2018 - a Radiation Detector was installed in Area A by ABI.  The 
installation process required excavation, forming, and backfilling.  The surface 
was finished to grade with concrete. The Installation process required 
excavation of soils that could not be returned to their point of origin.  The soil 
was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous by the Environmental Service 
Group.   
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August 2019 - ABI Maintenance Department removed vegetation from Area A 
and Area C. 
 
September 2019 – A Pothole in Area D (electrical substation) which was 
identified in the July 2018 PRR was repaired by Environmental Service Group.   
 
October-November 2019 – A larger scale paving repair project was completed 
in Area A and Area D by Ken Young Paving.  Prior to the completion of repair 
work and at the request of the Department, an inspection of these problem 
areas and the proposed remedy was completed by licensed engineer Joseph 
S. Frandina.    
 
December 2019 – Turnstiles were installed in Area A by the Guard House.  
The Installation process required excavation of soils that could not be returned 
to their point of origin.  The soil was profiled and disposed of as non-
hazardous through the Environmental Service Group.   
 
January 2020 – An underground sprinkler pipe was replaced by ABI and 
Lehigh Construction.  The repair process required excavation of soils that 
could not be returned to their point of origin.  The soil was profiled and 
disposed of as non-hazardous through the Environmental Service Group.   
 
 Additional repairs identified during the June Site Inspection by ABI are 

scheduled as illustrated on the work orders included in Attachment H. 
 

3.3 Site Maintenance Activities – Vegetative Cover Area J 
During this review period, the only work conducted, as listed on the Site 

Maintenance Log, was: 
 
September 2019 – Area J was mowed by ABI and a fence repair was 
completed. 
 

3.4 Intrusive Activities and Waste Disposal 
During this review period, the only work intrusive activities conducted, as listed 

on the Site Maintenance Log, were: 
 
July 2018 Fire Main (Sprinkler Pipe) Repair in Area A – The details of the July 
17, 2018 emergency repair were detailed in the 2018 PRR as well as in the 
July 23, 2018 memo to NYSDEC.  On October 31, 2018, 51.22 tons of soil 
was transported to the Town of Tonawanda Landfill for disposal.  All waste 
disposal documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm 
Environmental Services, Inc. (Paradigm) analytical reports, and non-
hazardous waste manifests are included in Appendix F-1 
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December 2018 Radiation Detector installation in Area A - A total of 146.58 
tons of soil was transported to the Town of Tonawanda Landfill for disposal.  
All waste disposal documentation for this event including the waste profile, 
Paradigm analytical reports, and non-hazardous waste manifests are included 
in Appendix F-2 along with the notification to NYSDEC regarding the work. 
 
December 2019 Turnstile installation in Area A by the Guard House -   A total 
of 65.69 tons of soil was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous through 
the Environmental Service Group in January 2020.  All waste disposal 
documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical 
report, and non-hazardous waste manifests are included in Appendix F-3 
along with the notification to NYSDEC regarding the work. 
 
January 2020 Underground sprinkler pipe replacement in Area A-   A total of 
54.03 tons of soil was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous through the 
Environmental Service Group in March 2020.  All waste disposal 
documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical 
report, and non-hazardous waste manifests are included in Appendix F-4 
along with the notification to NYSDEC regarding the work. 
 
The facility has had a long established practice that all soils facility-wide that 

are excavated from the ground have to put on an impervious surface and protected 
from rain washing it away until it is either returned to its point of origin, or undergoes 
testing for determination of offsite disposal in accordance with regulatory 
requirements and internal good management practices.  During this review period, 
additional work intrusive activities conducted outside of the limits of the brownfield, 
were: 

 
June 2019 Military Road Excavation- A total of 55.61 tons of excess soil that 
had been excavated during a sprinkler main repair underneath the floor of the 
plant and outside of the brownfield boundaries was stockpiled and covered on-
site.  This material was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous through the 
Environmental Service Group in June 2020.  All waste disposal documentation 
for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical report, and non-
hazardous waste manifests are included in Appendix F-5. 
 
September 2019 Soil from Sand Filter - A total of 15.84 tons of material was 
removed from the sand filter at the on-site waste water treatment plant during 
the December 2018 shutdown.  This material was generated outside of the 
brownfield boundaries, and was staged on-site in a roll-off container.  This 
material was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous through the 
Environmental Service Group in September 2019.  All waste disposal 
documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical 
report, and non-hazardous waste manifest is included in Appendix F-6. 
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January 2020 Asphalt and Soil from Secondary Containment Expansion - A 
total of 72.34 tons of excess soil and asphalt was excavated during the 
expansion of the secondary containment for DEC Tank T13 and the buildout of 
the secondary containment for DEC Tank T14.  This material was generated 
outside of the brownfield boundaries, and was stockpiled and covered on-site.  
This material was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous through the 
Environmental Service Group in January 2020.  All waste disposal 
documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical 
report, and non-hazardous waste manifests is included in Appendix F-7. 
 
May 2020 Random Soil Piles - A total of 45.22 tons of excess soil that had 
been excavated during routine work had been stockpiled and covered on-site.   
Although it is believed that this soil was generated from outside of the 
brownfield area, the soil was profiled and disposed of as non-hazardous 
through the Environmental Service Group in May 2020.  All waste disposal 
documentation for this event including the waste profile, Paradigm analytical 
report, and non-hazardous waste manifests are included in Appendix F-8. 
 

  
4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 

Operation, maintenance, and monitoring activities are conducted in order to 
maintain compliance with the remediation goals established for the Site in the 
Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions, dated April 13, 2006.  EA’s primary 
conclusions derived from the monitoring program are summarized below: 

 
o On-site operation, maintenance, and monitoring activities continue to be 

completed in general accordance with the procedures outlined in the SMP.  
 

o The results of the July 2020 inspection indicates the IC and EC generally 
appear to be effective in achieving the remedial objectives for the site except 
for the minor exceptions as noted above.  The applied covers and fencing are, 
for the most part, intact and meeting the intent of the SMP.   

 

o The site cover and fence continue to be successful in meeting the goals of 
preventing exposure to and migration of material offsite.  Limited areas of the 
“pre-existing paved or concrete roadways and parking areas” have limited 
wear and minor potholing.  Work Orders have been issued for the repair of 
these identified areas which are targeted for completion by October 31, 2020. 
 

o The ABI Maintenance Department is responsible for the minor routine repair 
recommendations listed in Section 3.1. 
 

o Purchase Orders have been issued to Capital Fence Company Inc., The State 
Group, and Ken Young Paving to repair deficiencies as noted in Section 3.1.  
The Department will be notified prior to the commencement of intrusive 
activities as per the requirements of the SMP. 
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o EA requests that the PRR certification be changed to a tri-annual reporting 

cycle with the next report due in August 2023.  EA will continue to annually 
submit the Site Inspection Log and Site Maintenance Log to the Department 
electronically as requested by the Department. 
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SITE NO. V00314 Box 3 

Description of Institutional Controls 

Parcel 

77.59-6-1.1 

Owner 

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. 

Institutional Control 

Ground Water Use Restriction 

Soil Management Plan 

Landuse Restriction 

This parcel is the largest of several parcels at the site and portions contains Areas A, C, D and J. 

Areas A (7.16 acres), C (0.71 acres), and D (1.06 acres) were paved with asphalt and concrete covers. 

Area J consists of 7.78 acres. Only a 0.91 acre portion of Area J was regraded and covered with a 

vegetated soil cover. All remediation areas are enclosed within the industrial plant security fencing. 

A Site Management Plan was included with the FER and consists of periodic inspection of remediation 

areas, periodic maintenance of remediation areas, and a soils management plan during intrusive activities in 

remediation areas. 

Periodic inspections and reviews are scheduled on a bi-annual basis. 

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. 77.66-2-4 
Ground Water Use Restriction 

Soil Management Plan 

Landuse Restriction 

The parcel constitutes a portion of Area A. 

Area A (7.16 acres) was paved with asphalt and concrete covers. All remediation areas are enclosed 

within the industrial plant security fencing. 

A Site Management Plan was included with the FER and consists of periodic inspection of remediation 

areas, periodic maintenance of remediation areas, and a soils management plan during intrusive activities in 

remediation areas. 

Periodic inspections and reviews are scheduled on a bi-annual basis. 

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. 77.74-4-1 

Ground Water Use Restriction 

Soil Management Plan 

Landuse Restriction 

The control for this parcel applies to Area M (1.11 acres) which is paved with asphalt and concrete covers. 

All remediation areas are enclosed within the industrial plant security fencing. 

A Site Management Plan was included with the FER and consists of periodic inspection of remediation 

areas, periodic maintenance of remediation areas, and a soils management plan during intrusive activities in 

remediation areas. 

Periodic inspections and reviews are scheduled on a bi-annual basis. 

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. 77.74-4-2 
Ground Water Use Restriction 

Soil Management Plan 
Landuse Restriction 

The parcel constitutes a portion of Area M. 

Area M (1.11 acres) was paved with an asphalt cover. All remediation areas are enclosed within the 

industrial plant security fencing. 

 



A Site Management Plan was included with the FER and consists of periodic inspection of remediation 

areas, periodic maintenance of remediation areas, and a soils management plan during intrusive activities in 

remediation areas. 

Periodic inspections and reviews are scheduled on a bi-annual basis. 

77.74-4-24 Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. 

Ground Water Use Restriction 

Soil Management Plan 

Landuse Restriction 

The parcel constitutes a portion of Area M (1.11 acres) and was paved with an asphalt cover. 

A Site Management Plan was included with the FER and consists of periodic inspection of remediation 

areas, periodic maintenance of remediation areas, and a soils management plan during intrusive activities in 

remediation areas. 

Periodic inspections and reviews are scheduled on a bi-annual basis. 

Box 4 

Description of Engineering Controls 

Parcel Engineering Control 

77.59-6-1.1 
Cover System 
Fencing/Access Control 

77.66-2-4 
Cover System 
Fencing/Access Control 

77.74-4-1 
Fencing/Access Control 
Cover System 

77.74-4-2 
Cover System 
Fencing/Access Control 

77.74-4-24 
Fencing/Access Control 
Cover System 

 



Box 5 

Periodic Review Report (PRR) Certification Statements 

1. I certify by checking "YES" below that:

a) the Periodic Review report and all attachments were prepared under the direction of, and

reviewed by, the party making the certification;

b) to the best of my knowledge and belief, the work and conclusions described in this certification

are in accordance with the requirements of the site remedial program, and generally accepted

engineering practices; and the information presented is accurate and compete. 

YES NO 

❏ ❏ 

2. If this site has an IC/EC Plan (or equivalent as required in the Decision Document), for each Institutional 

or Engineering control listed in Boxes 3 and/or 4, I certify by checking "YES" below that all of the

following statements are true:

(a) the Institutional Control and/or Engineering Control(s) employed at this site is unchanged

since the date that the Control was put in-place, or was last approved by the Department;

(b) nothing has occurred that would impair the ability of such Control, to protect public health and

the environment;

(c) access to the site will continue to be provided to the Department, to evaluate the

remedy, including access to evaluate the continued maintenance of this Control;

(d) nothing has occurred that would constitute a violation or failure to comply with the

Site Management Plan for this Control; and

(e) if a financial assurance mechanism is required by the oversight document for the site, the

mechanism remains valid and sufficient for its intended purpose established in the document.

YES NO 

❏ ❏ 

IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 2 IS NO, sign and date below and 

DO NOT COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS FORM. Otherwise continue. 

A Corrective Measures Work Plan must be submitted along with this form to address these issues. 

Signature of Owner, Remedial Party or Designated Representative Date 

X

X





IC/EC CERTIFICATIONS 

Box 7 

Qualified Environmental Professional Signature 

I certify that all information in Boxes 4 and 5 are true. I understand that a false statement made herein is 

punishable as a Class “A” misdemeanor, pursuant to Section 210.45 of the Penal Law. 

I at , 

print name print business address 

am certifying as a Qualified Environmental Professional for the 

(Owner or Remedial Party) 

Signature of Qualified Environmental Professional, for Stamp Date 

the Owner or Remedial Party, Rendering Certification (Required for PE) 

C. Mark Hanna 3636 North Buffalo Road, Orchard Park, New York 14127

Owner/Remedial Party

8/26/2020
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DECLARATION OF COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

































































 

 

 

APPENDIX D 
 

SEMI- ANNUAL INSPECTION LOGS & SITE MAINTENANCE LOGS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





























Table 5
Site Maintenance Log
Areas A, C, D, M, and J
Aurubis Buffalo Inc. Plant
Buffalo, New York

NYSDEC SITE # 915007
VCP AGREEMENT # V00314-9

Date Log Completed: September 26, 2018
Completed By: Elizabeth Zurowski
Date Maintenance Performed and 

Location
Performed by Comments

May-17 brush hog rented to mow area J Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities group) Equipment rented
June-17 paving/patching of asphalt Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 

Young Paving)
N/A

August-17 paving/patching of asphalt Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 
Young Paving)

N/A

July-18 paving/patching of asphalt areas 
A, M, C & D

Aurubis (Zack Sutton & John Amrhein) & 
contractor (Ken Young Paving)

Paving and patching in Area A.  Patching in 
areas M, C, & D.

July 16, 2018 Mowing of area J started. Aurubis maintenance dept. (Yard gang) "Brush hog" equipment rented.  Started mowing 
area J when brush hog broke.

July 1, 2018 Repair of hole in fence for area J Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities group) N/A
July 18-20, 2018 Leaking fire main pipe under Area 

A pavement (handicap parking 
area).  Sink hole developed.  
Excavated area to repair broken 
utility line.

Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities) & 
Contractor (Danforth).  Clean up of area by 
Global Environmental Industrial (GEI) 
July_19_2018.

N/A

September-18 Paving of "sink" hole area from 
leaking fire/sprinkler main pipe.

Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 
Young Paving)

N/A

September-18 patching of some of the asphalt 
areas A, M, C & D

Aurubis (Zack Sutton & John Amrhein) & 
contractor (Ken Young Paving)

Patching in areas A, M, C, & D.

July-18 partial mowing of area J Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities group) Equipment rented



SMP - September inspection
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: david.szymanski 09/28/2018 04:08 PM
Cc: Richard Rydza

Hello Mr. Szymanski,

Attached is the Aurubis September 2018 site inspection reports and the maintenance log.  Please let me 
know if you have any questions.  Have a wonderful weekend.

September_20-21_2018 inspection.pdfSeptember_20-21_2018 inspection.pdf 2018_SMP_Table 5 maintenance log.xls2018_SMP_Table 5 maintenance log.xls

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com













Table 5

Site Maintenance Log

Areas A, C, D, M, and J
Aurubis Buffalo Inc. Plant

Buffalo, New York

NYSDEC SITE # 915007

VCP AGREEMENT # V00314-9

Date Log updated/reviewed: July 2, 2019

Completed By: Elizabeth Zurowski

Date Maintenance Performed and 

Location

Performed by Comments

May-17 brush hog rented to mow area J Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities group) Equipment rented

June-17 paving/patching of asphalt Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 

Young Paving)

N/A

August-17 paving/patching of asphalt Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 

Young Paving)

N/A

July-18 paving/patching of asphalt areas A, 

M, C & D

Aurubis (Zack Sutton & John Amrhein) & 

contractor (Ken Young Paving)

Paving and patching in Area A.  Patching in 

areas M, C, & D.

July 16, 2018 Mowing of area J started. Aurubis maintenance dept. (Yard gang) "Brush hog" equipment rented.  Started mowing 

area J when brush hog broke.

July 1, 2018 Repair of hole in fence for area J Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities group) N/A

July 18-20, 2018 Leaking fire main pipe under Area 

A pavement (handicap parking 

area).  Sink hole developed.  

Excavated area to repair broken 

utility line.

Aurubis maintenance dept. (facilities) & 

Contractor (Danforth).  Clean up of area by 

Global Environmental Industrial (GEI) 

July_19_2018.

N/A

September-18 Paving of "sink" hole area from 

leaking fire/sprinkler main pipe.

Aurubis (John Amrhein) & contractor (Ken 

Young Paving)

N/A

September-18 patching of some of the asphalt 

areas A, M, C & D

Aurubis (Zack Sutton & John Amrhein) & 

contractor (Ken Young Paving)

Patching in areas A, M, C, & D.

October-18 patching of some of the asphalt 

areas A, M, C & D

Aurubis (Zack Sutton & John Amrhein) & 

contractor (Ken Young Paving)

Patching in areas A, M, C, & D.



December-18 Area A Installation of radiation 

detector: Excavating, forming, 

back filling, pouring of concrete, 

and finish of surface to grade.

Mark Leahy in charge of project. Completed December 28, 2018



SMP - June 2019 Inspection reports
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: david.szymanski 07/02/2019 04:07 PM

Cc: Zachary Sutton, Richard Lyons

Hello Mr. Szymanski,

Attached are Aurubis' June 2019 SMP area inspections and the maintenance log.  Our maintenance 
department is in the process of getting quotes for the needed pavement repairs.   Work orders have been 
submitted to address the other items.  Please call if you have any questions.

June_2019 inspection - all areas.pdfJune_2019 inspection - all areas.pdf 2019_SMP_Table 5 maint log as of June-30-2019.pdf2019_SMP_Table 5 maint log as of June-30-2019.pdf

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com

















Soil SMP September Inspections .
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) 10/07/2019 05:04 PM

Cc: Zachary Sutton, Timothy O'Donnell, Richard Lyons, mhanna

Hello Mr. Melnyk,

Attached are Aurubis' September 2019 SMP area inspections and the maintenance log.  Our Maintenance 
department has the paving jobs scheduled for mid-late October.  Hazard Evaluation Inc. has been 
contacted for the PE analysis of the work to be done.  Work orders have been submitted to address the 
other items as noted.  Please call if you have any questions.

September inspection all areas & maintenance log.pdfSeptember inspection all areas & maintenance log.pdf

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com





































From: Kuczka, Megan E (DEC)
To: Elizabeth Zurowski
Cc: Samantha Slon; mhanna@envadvantage.com; "Mary Szustak"
Subject: Re: Brownfield area inspections June 2020
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 1:21:39 PM
Attachments: image001.png

 CAUTION - EXTERNAL E-MAIL 

Elizabeth -  Thank you for sending over your inspection and maintenance log. 

Mary - Please make sure all maintenance activities are noted in the upcoming PRR.

Sincerely, 

Megan Kuczka
Environmental Program Specialist 1, Division of Environmental Remediation

 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

270 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14203
P: (716) 851-7220  |  F: (716) 851-7226  |  Megan.Kuczka@dec.ny.gov

www.dec.ny.gov |  |  | 

 

From: Elizabeth Zurowski <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 1:05 PM
To: Kuczka, Megan E (DEC) <Megan.Kuczka@dec.ny.gov>
Cc: Samantha Slon <S.Slon@aurubis.com>; mhanna@envadvantage.com
<mhanna@envadvantage.com>; 'Mary Szustak' <MSzustak@envadvantage.com>
Subject: Brownfield area inspections June 2020
 

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Hello Ms Kuczka,

 
Attached is Aurubis Buffalo Inc.’s (ABI) June 2020 SMP area inspections and maintenance log.  Work

orders have been submitted to address minors issues and I will be working with ABI maintenance

department to completed the work in a timely manner.  Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Have a wonderful Holiday weekend.

 
 
Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski

Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

Environmental Health & Safety Department

Flat Rolled Products

Phone   +1 716 879 6905

mailto:Megan.Kuczka@dec.ny.gov
mailto:E.Zurowski@aurubis.com
mailto:S.Slon@aurubis.com
mailto:mhanna@envadvantage.com
mailto:MSzustak@envadvantage.com
mailto:Megan.Kuczka@dec.ny.gov
http://www.dec.ny.gov/
https://www.facebook.com/NYSDEC
https://twitter.com/NYSDEC
https://www.instagram.com/nysdec/



Fax       +1 716 879 6708

Mobile   +1 716 289 4662

e.zurowski@aurubis.com

 
Aurubis Buffalo, Inc

PO Box 981

Buffalo, NY 14240-0981

www.aurubis.com

 

mailto:e.zurowski@aurubis.com
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=cc5328ee-9076248d-cc51d1db-0cc47aa88e08-3eb9f017f4fec2fa&q=1&e=927ce674-e752-46ab-afe2-dd36cde78052&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aurubis.com%2F


 

 

 

APPENDIX E 
 

BIENNIAL PRR INSPECTION & PHOTOGRAPHS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 













Area A 
Asphalt covering in good condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



Area C 
Asphalt covering in good condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Area D 
Asphalt covering in good condition 
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Area M 
Asphalt covering in good condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Area J 
Vegetative cover and Fence in good condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



Corrective Actions Identified During July 2020 PRR Inspection: 
 

• Areas A, M & C 
• Vegetation removal 

 
• Areas A, C & D 

• Asphalt Pavement patching/repair recommended 
 

• Area J 
• Mow area 
• Assess bare areas and seed where needed   
• Woody vegetation and dead tree removal 
• Fence repairs 

 
• Ball field 

• Dead tree removal 
 

 



Area A –Example of vegetation to be removed  



Area C – Extent of vegetation to be removed 

 
 



Area M – Extent of vegetation to be removed 

 
 



Area A – Example of patching recommended  



Area C – Extent of patching recommended 
 

 



Area D – Extent of patching recommended 
 

 



Area J Inspection  
 
Bare Areas: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Woody Vegetation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fence Deficiencies: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dead Tree Limb on Fence in Ball Field Area: 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX F 
 

DISPOSAL DOCUMENTS FOR OFF-SITE DISPOSAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Leaking underground fire /sprinkler water main July  17, 2018
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: david.szymanski 07/23/2018 08:03 AM
Cc: Zachary Sutton

Hello Mr. Szymanski,

On July 17, 2018 Aurubis Buffalo experienced a leak in an underground fire/sprinkler water main (see the 
attached report).  Please contact me should you have any questions or concerns.

Signed DEC_Report_July_23_ 2018.pdfSigned DEC_Report_July_23_ 2018.pdf

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com













Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

183262

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stock Pile, Job # 23690

183262-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 7/18/2018

7/19/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Metals

Arsenic 5.72 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:37

Cadmium < 0.603 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:43

Copper 503 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:37

Lead 16300 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:47

Nickel 25.1 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:37

Zinc 297 mg/Kg 7/20/2018 13:37

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 3050B

Data File: 180720A

7/20/2018Preparation Date: 

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Friday, July 20, 2018 Page 2 of 6



Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Friday, July 20, 2018 Page 3 of 6



GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Friday, July 20, 2018 Page 4 of 6
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184063

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stock Pile, Job # 24055

184063-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stock Pile

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 8/30/2018

9/6/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Mercury

Regulatory Limit

Mercury 0.00204 mg/L 0.2 9/12/2018 10:14

Method Reference(s): EPA 7470A

EPA 1311

Data File: Hg180912A

9/11/2018Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP RCRA Metals (ICP)

Regulatory Limit

Arsenic < 0.500 mg/L 5 9/10/2018 13:34

Barium 1.15 mg/L 100 9/10/2018 13:34

Cadmium < 0.0250 mg/L 1 9/10/2018 13:34

Chromium < 0.500 mg/L 5 9/10/2018 13:34

Lead < 0.500 mg/L 5 9/10/2018 13:34

Selenium < 0.200 mg/L 1 9/10/2018 13:34

Silver < 0.500 mg/L 5 9/10/2018 13:34

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 1311 / 3005A

Data File: 180910A

9/10/2018Preparation Date: 

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 13, 2018 Page 2 of 6



Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 13, 2018 Page 3 of 6



GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184342

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stockpile #1, Job #24175

184342-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stockpile #1

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 9/14/2018

9/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

PCBs

PCB-1016 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1221 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1232 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1242 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1248 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1254 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1260 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1262 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

PCB-1268 < 0.158 mg/Kg 9/24/2018 19:20

Method Reference(s): EPA 8082A

EPA 3546

9/24/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Decachlorobiphenyl 108101 9/24/201823.4 - 19:20

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 8472.3 9/24/201810 - 19:20

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

pH

pH 8.09 @ 22.7 C S.U. 9/24/2018 14:46

Method Reference(s): EPA 9045D

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Petroleum Hydrocarbons by GC

Heavy weight PHC as Lube Oil 130 mg/Kg 9/25/2018 12:00

Method Reference(s): NYSDOH 310.13

9/24/2018

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Cyanide

Reactivity, Cyanide <100 mg/Kg 9/21/2018

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184342

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stockpile #1, Job #24175

184342-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stockpile #1

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 9/14/2018

9/20/2018Date Received:

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.3.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Sulfide

Reactivity, Sulfide <100 mg/Kg 9/21/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.4.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 27, 2018 Page 3 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184342

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stockpile #1, Job #24175

184342-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stockpile #1

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 9/14/2018

9/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Semi-Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,4-Dichlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 7500 9/26/2018 00:59

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 400000 9/26/2018 00:59

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 2000 9/26/2018 00:59

2,4-Dinitrotoluene < 40.0 ug/L 130 9/26/2018 00:59

Cresols (as m,p,o-Cresol) < 80.0 ug/L 200000 9/26/2018 00:59

Hexachlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 130 9/26/2018 00:59

Hexachlorobutadiene < 40.0 ug/L 500 9/26/2018 00:59

Hexachloroethane < 40.0 ug/L 3000 9/26/2018 00:59

Nitrobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 2000 9/26/2018 00:59

Pentachlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 100000 9/26/2018 00:59

Pyridine < 40.0 ug/L 5000 9/26/2018 00:59

Method Reference(s): EPA 8270D

EPA 1311 / 3510C

Data File: B31950.D

9/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

2,4,6-Tribromophenol 11383.4 9/26/201848.7 - 00:59

2-Fluorobiphenyl 98.873.9 9/26/201828.7 - 00:59

2-Fluorophenol 10569.2 9/26/201810.5 - 00:59

Nitrobenzene-d5 94.576.4 9/26/201847.4 - 00:59

Phenol-d5 10163.9 9/26/201810 - 00:59

Terphenyl-d14 10779.5 9/26/201856.7 - 00:59

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Herbicides

Regulatory Limit

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) <0.05 mg/L 1 9/27/2018

2,4-D <0.50 mg/L 10 9/27/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 8151A

EPA 1311

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 27, 2018 Page 4 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184342

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stockpile #1, Job #24175

184342-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stockpile #1

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 9/14/2018

9/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Pesticides

Regulatory Limit

Chlordane < 2.00 ug/L 30 9/24/2018 12:53

Endrin < 1.00 ug/L 20 9/24/2018 12:53

gamma-BHC (Lindane) < 1.00 ug/L 400 9/24/2018 12:53

Heptachlor < 1.00 ug/L 8 9/24/2018 12:53

Heptachlor Epoxide < 1.00 ug/L 8 9/24/2018 12:53

Methoxychlor < 1.00 ug/L 10000 9/24/2018 12:53

Toxaphene < 10.0 ug/L 500 9/24/2018 12:53

Method Reference(s): EPA 8081B

EPA 1311 / 3510C

9/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Decachlorobiphenyl (1) 153115 9/24/201823.1 - 12:53

Tetrachloro-m-xylene (1) 10686.6 9/24/201835.1 - 12:53

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,1-Dichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 9/22/2018 04:47

1,2-Dichloroethane < 20.0 ug/L 500 9/22/2018 04:47

2-Butanone < 100 ug/L 200000 9/22/2018 04:47

Benzene < 20.0 ug/L 500 9/22/2018 04:47

Carbon Tetrachloride < 20.0 ug/L 500 9/22/2018 04:47

Chlorobenzene < 20.0 ug/L 100000 9/22/2018 04:47

Chloroform < 20.0 ug/L 6000 9/22/2018 04:47

Tetrachloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 9/22/2018 04:47

Trichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 500 9/22/2018 04:47

Vinyl chloride < 20.0 ug/L 200 9/22/2018 04:47

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 27, 2018 Page 5 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

184342

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Stockpile #1, Job #24175

184342-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Stockpile #1

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 9/14/2018

9/20/2018Date Received:

Method Reference(s): EPA 8260C

EPA 1311 / 5030C

Data File: x54424.D

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 121101 9/22/201880.7 - 04:47

4-Bromofluorobenzene 12184.8 9/22/201874.3 - 04:47

Pentafluorobenzene 11195.1 9/22/201886.2 - 04:47

Toluene-D8 11293.9 9/22/201886.2 - 04:47

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, September 27, 2018 Page 6 of 11



Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Leaking underground fire /sprinkler water main July  17, 2018
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: david.szymanski 07/23/2018 08:03 AM
Cc: Zachary Sutton

Hello Mr. Szymanski,

On July 17, 2018 Aurubis Buffalo experienced a leak in an underground fire/sprinkler water main (see the 
attached report).  Please contact me should you have any questions or concerns.

Signed DEC_Report_July_23_ 2018.pdfSigned DEC_Report_July_23_ 2018.pdf

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com











Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

185888

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis

185888-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil & Debris

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 12/19/2018

12/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Flash Point

Flash Point, Celsius >70.0 C 12/21/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 1010A

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

PCBs

PCB-1016 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1221 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1232 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1242 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1248 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1254 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1260 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1262 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

PCB-1268 < 0.212 mg/Kg 12/25/2018 08:34

Method Reference(s): EPA 8082A

EPA 3546

12/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 70.948.5 12/25/201810 - 08:34

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

pH

pH 8.01 @ 25.4 C S.U. 12/21/2018 14:01

Method Reference(s): EPA 9045D

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Petroleum Hydrocarbons by GC

Heavy weight PHC as Lube Oil 1750 mg/Kg 12/26/2018 14:38

Medium weight PHC as Diesel 113 mg/Kg 12/26/2018 14:38

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

185888

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis

185888-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil & Debris

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 12/19/2018

12/20/2018Date Received:

Method Reference(s): NYSDOH 310.13

12/21/2018

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Cyanide

Reactivity, Cyanide <100 mg/Kg 12/21/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.3.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Sulfide

Reactivity, Sulfide <100 mg/Kg 12/21/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.4.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

185888

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis

185888-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil & Debris

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 12/19/2018

12/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Semi-Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,4-Dichlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 7500 12/21/2018 23:45

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 400000 12/21/2018 23:45

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 2000 12/21/2018 23:45

2,4-Dinitrotoluene < 40.0 ug/L 130 12/21/2018 23:45

Cresols (as m,p,o-Cresol) < 80.0 ug/L 200000 12/21/2018 23:45

Hexachlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 130 12/21/2018 23:45

Hexachlorobutadiene < 40.0 ug/L 500 12/21/2018 23:45

Hexachloroethane < 40.0 ug/L 3000 12/21/2018 23:45

Nitrobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 2000 12/21/2018 23:45

Pentachlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 100000 12/21/2018 23:45

Pyridine < 40.0 ug/L 5000 12/21/2018 23:45

Method Reference(s): EPA 8270D

EPA 1311 / 3510C

Data File: B34582.D

12/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

2,4,6-Tribromophenol 12598.2 12/21/201836.8 - 23:45

2-Fluorobiphenyl 96.879.1 12/21/201834.3 - 23:45

2-Fluorophenol 10876.7 12/21/201810 - 23:45

Nitrobenzene-d5 10184.9 12/21/201847.8 - 23:45

Phenol-d5 10670.2 12/21/201810 - 23:45

Terphenyl-d14 11796.0 12/21/201851.9 - 23:45

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Herbicides

Regulatory Limit

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) <0.050 mg/L 1 12/31/2018

2,4-D <0.50 mg/L 10 12/31/2018

Method Reference(s): EPA 8151A

EPA 1311

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

185888

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis

185888-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil & Debris

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 12/19/2018

12/20/2018Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Mercury

Regulatory Limit

Mercury < 0.00200 mg/L 0.2 12/28/2018 10:23

Method Reference(s): EPA 7470A

EPA 1311

Data File: Hg181228A

12/27/2018Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Pesticides

Regulatory Limit

Chlordane < 2.00 ug/L 30 12/26/2018 11:35

Endrin < 1.00 ug/L 20 12/26/2018 11:35

gamma-BHC (Lindane) < 1.00 ug/L 400 12/26/2018 11:35

Heptachlor < 1.00 ug/L 8 12/26/2018 11:35

Heptachlor Epoxide < 1.00 ug/L 8 12/26/2018 11:35

Methoxychlor < 1.00 ug/L 10000 12/26/2018 11:35

Toxaphene < 10.0 ug/L 500 12/26/2018 11:35

Method Reference(s): EPA 8081B

EPA 1311 / 3510C

12/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Decachlorobiphenyl (1) 17184.3 12/26/201816 - 11:35

Tetrachloro-m-xylene (1) 11477.7 12/26/201842.6 - 11:35

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP RCRA Metals (ICP)

Regulatory Limit

Arsenic < 0.500 mg/L 5 12/28/2018 11:28

Barium 1.38 mg/L 100 12/28/2018 11:28

Cadmium 0.0580 mg/L 1 12/28/2018 11:28

Chromium < 0.500 mg/L 5 12/28/2018 11:28

Lead < 0.500 mg/L 5 12/28/2018 11:28

Selenium < 0.200 mg/L 1 12/28/2018 11:28

Silver < 0.500 mg/L 5 12/28/2018 11:28

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

185888

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis

185888-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Excavation Soil & Debris

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 12/19/2018

12/20/2018Date Received:

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 1311 / 3005A

Data File: 181228B

12/21/2018Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,1-Dichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 12/27/2018 21:13

1,2-Dichloroethane < 20.0 ug/L 500 12/27/2018 21:13

2-Butanone < 100 ug/L 200000 12/27/2018 21:13

Benzene < 20.0 ug/L 500 12/27/2018 21:13

Carbon Tetrachloride < 20.0 ug/L 500 12/27/2018 21:13

Chlorobenzene < 20.0 ug/L 100000 12/27/2018 21:13

Chloroform < 20.0 ug/L 6000 12/27/2018 21:13

Tetrachloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 12/27/2018 21:13

Trichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 500 12/27/2018 21:13

Vinyl chloride < 20.0 ug/L 200 12/27/2018 21:13

Method Reference(s): EPA 8260C

EPA 1311 / 5030C

Data File: x57762.D

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 11996.6 12/27/201886.4 - 21:13

4-Bromofluorobenzene 11876.5 12/27/201876 - 21:13

Pentafluorobenzene 11294.5 12/27/201887 - 21:13

Toluene-D8 11193.8 12/27/201888.4 - 21:13

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

190091

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Post 2 Excavation

190091-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: Post 2 Excavation Soil

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/4/2019

1/8/2019Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Metals

Arsenic M5.22 mg/Kg 1/10/2019 16:05

Cadmium M0.597 mg/Kg 1/10/2019 16:05

Copper M1140 mg/Kg 1/14/2019 09:05

Lead M19.1 mg/Kg 1/10/2019 16:05

Nickel M24.7 mg/Kg 1/10/2019 16:05

Zinc DM150 mg/Kg 1/10/2019 16:05

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 3050B

Data File: 190110B

1/9/2019Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

PCBs

PCB-1016 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1221 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1232 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1242 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1248 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1254 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1260 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1262 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

PCB-1268 < 0.0367 mg/Kg 1/11/2019 05:48

Method Reference(s): EPA 8082A

EPA 3546

1/9/2019Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 10328.1 1/11/201918 - 05:48

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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Fw: Excavation work at Aurubis Buffalo NYSDEC Site No : 915007
Mark Leahey   to: Elizabeth Zurowski 06/21/2019 11:32 AM

Elizabeth,
Here's my em to David.
I don't think I received any ems back from him.
When I talked to him he said that we need to document the foundation work on the site drawing. 

Best regards,

Mark W. Leahey
Sr. Mechanical Project Engineer
Flat Rolled Products

Phone   +1 716 879 6975
Fax         +1 716 879 6903
Mobile   +1 716 225 8659
m.leahey@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc.   
P.O. Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240 - 0981
www.aurubis.com

----- Forwarded by Mark Leahey/BUF/Aurubis on 06/21/2019 11:27 AM -----

From: Mark Leahey/BUF/Aurubis
To: david.szymanski@dec.ny.gov, 
Date: 11/01/2018 02:30 PM
Subject: Re: Excavation work at Aurubis Buffalo NYSDEC Site No : 915007

David,
Per our conversation today here is a drawing showing the location of the civil work (circled in red) to be 
performed on our site.
This would be in Area A of the Site Plan.  

Aurubis Buffalo Inc.-Site Management Plan-Figure 2 Site Plan.pdfAurubis Buffalo Inc.-Site Management Plan-Figure 2 Site Plan.pdf

AURUBIS Dwg #5341-100-POST 2 TRUCK SCALE-Radiation Detection Plan.pdfAURUBIS Dwg #5341-100-POST 2 TRUCK SCALE-Radiation Detection Plan.pdf

Thank you for your time.

Best regards,



Mark W. Leahey
Sr. Mechanical Project Engineer
Flat Rolled Products

Phone   +1 716 879 6975
Fax         +1 716 879 6903
Mobile   +1 716 225 8659
m.leahey@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc.   
P.O. Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240 - 0981
www.aurubis.com

Mark Leahey 10/31/2018 02:17:11 PMDavid, I have a project that involves excavation...

From: Mark Leahey/BUF/Aurubis
To: david.szymanski@dec.ny.gov, 
Date: 10/31/2018 02:17 PM
Subject: Excavation work at Aurubis Buffalo NYSDEC Site No : 915007

David,
I have a project that involves excavation work or "disturbance of soils" on our site.
I would consider this minor construction.

Per our site management plan we are to advise the NYSDEC a minimum of 10 calendar days in advance.
Can you tell me what specifically I need to submit to the NYSDEC and if I can submit this information to 
you in an e-mail?  

Best regards,

Mark W. Leahey
Sr. Mechanical Project Engineer
Flat Rolled Products

Phone   +1 716 879 6975
Fax         +1 716 879 6903
Mobile   +1 716 225 8659
m.leahey@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc.   
P.O. Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240 - 0981
www.aurubis.com



















































Ms. Zurowski:

In response to the site improvements and repair work described below, please provide a response to the 

following before proceeding with the work:

� Provide a figure (it can be marked up by hand) showing the location of the proposed work.

� What type of cover currently exits and what type of cover with dimensions (4inch thick asphalt 

pavement, min. 12inch soil cover) will be installed to replace existing cover.  General specifics on how it 

will be installed.

� Provide general info on how much material will be excavated, how the materials will be handle and 

stockpiled (poly sheeting above/below), if material will be placed back in the excavation or disposed off

site.  You can reference applicable sections of the SMP.

In the second task item below, you mention “scraping” existing pavement, does this involve milling the existing 

asphalt pavement or removing and replacing which may expose impacted soil below.

If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact us.

Sincerely

Gene

Eugene Melnyk, PE
Remediation Engineer, Division of Environmental Remediation

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
270 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14203
P: 716-851-7220 | F: 716-851-7226 | eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov

www.dec.ny.gov |  | 

RE: Notice of work to take place in Aurubis brownfield cover areas
Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) 
to:
E.Zurowski@aurubis.com
09/05/2019 12:04 PM
Cc:
"M.Leahey@aurubis.com", "P.Bodekor@aurubis.com", "R.Lyons@aurubis.com", 
"Z.Sutton@aurubis.com", "Staniszewski, Chad (DEC)"
Hide Details 
From: "Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC)" <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov> Sort List...
To: "E.Zurowski@aurubis.com" <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>, 
Cc: "M.Leahey@aurubis.com" <M.Leahey@aurubis.com>, "P.Bodekor@aurubis.com" 
<P.Bodekor@aurubis.com>, "R.Lyons@aurubis.com" <R.Lyons@aurubis.com>, 
"Z.Sutton@aurubis.com" <Z.Sutton@aurubis.com>, "Staniszewski, Chad (DEC)" 
<chad.staniszewski@dec.ny.gov>
Follow Up: 
Normal Priority. 
History: This message has been replied to.
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From: E.Zurowski@aurubis.com <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com> 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 2019 9:34 AM

To: Staniszewski, Chad (DEC) <chad.staniszewski@dec.ny.gov>

Cc: P.Bodekor@aurubis.com; R.Lyons@aurubis.com; M.Leahey@aurubis.com; Z.Sutton@aurubis.com

Subject: Notice of work to take place in our brown field

Hello Mr. Staniszewski,

Just wanted to notify you that Aurubis has two projects planned for September/October 2019 that are in our brown 

field areas.  Per our site management plan:

"In the event that a non-emergency O&M or construction activity that may result in disturbance of soils 
contaminated with heavy metals beneath the cover system in Areas A, C, C, M, or J is required, with the 
exception of repairs or resurfacing of asphalt pavement or concrete surfaces less than 1,000 square feet, 

NYSDEC will be advised a minimum of 10 calendar days in advance of conducting such activity."

1. Changing the plant employee entrance with the installation of turn stiles.  We will be disturbing the soil of 

approximate demissions 14 ft by 40 ft, digging into the soil.  The design has to be finalized so the exact 
dimension are not yet known but are expected to be under 1,000 square feet.  We hope to start work in late 

September or early October.  

2. We need to do pavement/concrete patching for pot holes in both Areas A & D.  Though the areas that need 

to be patching would be less than 1000 square feet total, the plan is to scrape the top of the current 
pavement/concrete in both Area A & D and repave in order to get a smooth surface.  It is not anticipated 
that any soil will be disturbed.  This is planned for sometime in September. 

Other than this email notification, is there any other particular notification or forms that need to be filled out? 

 Thank  you for your assistance.

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

Environmental Health & Safety Department

Flat Rolled Products

Phone        +1 716 879 6905

Fax        +1 716 879 6708

Mobile        +1 716 289 4662

e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981

Buffalo, NY 14240-0981

www.aurubis.com

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders 
or unexpected emails.
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

200488

Environmental Service Group

Job # 28014, South Fire Pump House

200488-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: South Fire Pump House Area A Excavation

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/29/2020

1/31/2020Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Ignitability

Ignitability No Burn mm / sec 2/5/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 1030

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

PCBs

PCB-1016 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1221 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1232 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1242 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1248 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1254 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1260 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1262 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

PCB-1268 < 0.149 mg/Kg 2/3/2020 17:36

Method Reference(s): EPA 8082A

EPA 3546

2/3/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 89.664.1 2/3/202018.3 - 17:36

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

pH

pH 9.04 @ 22.4 C S.U. 2/4/2020 14:57

Method Reference(s): EPA 9045D

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Petroleum Hydrocarbons by GC

Heavy weight PHC as Lube Oil 237 mg/Kg 2/4/2020 11:05

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 2 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

200488

Environmental Service Group

Job # 28014, South Fire Pump House

200488-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: South Fire Pump House Area A Excavation

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/29/2020

1/31/2020Date Received:

Method Reference(s): NYSDOH 310.13

Sample chromatogram not an exact match to reference chromatogram.  Closest match made.

2/3/2020

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Cyanide

Reactivity, Cyanide <100 mg/Kg 2/6/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.3.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 10709

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Sulfide

Reactivity, Sulfide <100 mg/Kg 2/7/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.4.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 10709

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 3 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

200488

Environmental Service Group

Job # 28014, South Fire Pump House

200488-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: South Fire Pump House Area A Excavation

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/29/2020

1/31/2020Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Semi-Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,4-Dichlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 7500 2/3/2020 23:36

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 400000 2/3/2020 23:36

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 2000 2/3/2020 23:36

2,4-Dinitrotoluene < 40.0 ug/L 130 2/3/2020 23:36

Cresols (as m,p,o-Cresol) < 80.0 ug/L 200000 2/3/2020 23:36

Hexachlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 130 2/3/2020 23:36

Hexachlorobutadiene < 40.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 23:36

Hexachloroethane < 40.0 ug/L 3000 2/3/2020 23:36

Nitrobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 2000 2/3/2020 23:36

Pentachlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 100000 2/3/2020 23:36

Pyridine < 40.0 ug/L 5000 2/3/2020 23:36

Method Reference(s): EPA 8270D

EPA 1311 / 3510C

Data File: B44270.D

2/3/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

2,4,6-Tribromophenol 11489.3 2/3/202059.6 - 23:36

2-Fluorobiphenyl 99.172.3 2/3/202036.2 - 23:36

2-Fluorophenol 10577.8 2/3/202014.9 - 23:36

Nitrobenzene-d5 10283.7 2/3/202053.7 - 23:36

Phenol-d5 10670.1 2/3/202010 - 23:36

Terphenyl-d14 11684.6 2/3/202058.7 - 23:36

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Herbicides

Regulatory Limit

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) <0.10 mg/L 1 2/3/2020

2,4-D <0.50 mg/L 10 2/3/2020

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 4 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

200488

Environmental Service Group

Job # 28014, South Fire Pump House

200488-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: South Fire Pump House Area A Excavation

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/29/2020

1/31/2020Date Received:

Method Reference(s): EPA 8151A

EPA 1311

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 10709

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Mercury

Regulatory Limit

Mercury < 0.00200 mg/L 0.2 2/7/2020 09:51

Method Reference(s): EPA 7470A

EPA 1311

Data File: Hg200207A

2/6/2020Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Pesticides

Regulatory Limit

Chlordane < 2.00 ug/L 30 2/3/2020 16:09

Endrin < 1.00 ug/L 20 2/3/2020 16:09

gamma-BHC (Lindane) < 1.00 ug/L 400 2/3/2020 16:09

Heptachlor < 1.00 ug/L 8 2/3/2020 16:09

Heptachlor Epoxide < 2.00 ug/L 8 2/3/2020 16:09

Methoxychlor < 1.00 ug/L 10000 2/3/2020 16:09

Toxaphene < 20.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 16:09

Method Reference(s): EPA 8081B

EPA 1311 / 3510C

2/3/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Decachlorobiphenyl (1) 158110 2/3/202018.1 - 16:09

Tetrachloro-m-xylene (1) 94.393.1 2/3/202033.4 - 16:09

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP RCRA Metals (ICP)

Regulatory Limit

Arsenic < 0.500 mg/L 5 2/4/2020 21:57

Barium 0.934 mg/L 100 2/4/2020 21:57

Cadmium < 0.0250 mg/L 1 2/4/2020 21:57

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 5 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

200488

Environmental Service Group

Job # 28014, South Fire Pump House

200488-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: South Fire Pump House Area A Excavation

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 1/29/2020

1/31/2020Date Received:

Chromium < 0.500 mg/L 5 2/4/2020 21:57

Lead < 0.500 mg/L 5 2/4/2020 21:57

Selenium < 0.200 mg/L 1 2/4/2020 21:57

Silver < 0.500 mg/L 5 2/4/2020 21:57

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 1311 / 3005A

Data File: 200204C

2/3/2020Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,1-Dichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 2/3/2020 18:58

1,2-Dichloroethane < 20.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 18:58

2-Butanone < 100 ug/L 200000 2/3/2020 18:58

Benzene < 20.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 18:58

Carbon Tetrachloride < 20.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 18:58

Chlorobenzene < 20.0 ug/L 100000 2/3/2020 18:58

Chloroform < 20.0 ug/L 6000 2/3/2020 18:58

Tetrachloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 2/3/2020 18:58

Trichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 500 2/3/2020 18:58

Vinyl chloride < 20.0 ug/L 200 2/3/2020 18:58

Method Reference(s): EPA 8260C

EPA 1311 / 5030C

Data File: x68262.D

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 138104 2/3/202074.3 - 18:58

4-Bromofluorobenzene 12586.0 2/3/202066.3 - 18:58

Pentafluorobenzene 11199.9 2/3/202087.4 - 18:58

Toluene-D8 11391.0 2/3/202085.8 - 18:58

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 6 of 11



Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Monday, February 10, 2020 Page 7 of 11



GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.
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1 Attachment

Elizabeth:

Thank you for the work notice at the site (Aurubis, f.k.a. Outokumpu American Brass, Site V00314).  Aurubis may 

proceed with water line replacement that involves intrusive subsurface work.  As outlined in your workplan 

below and with the SMP, any surplus soil shall be managed in accordance with the SMP.  When the work is 

complete, please provide a summary of the work including cover restoration, protective measures as 

implemented in accordance with the SMP and any surplus soil that required offsite management.  With the 

summary, please provide the characterization data, disposal approval by the receiving landfill and 

transport/disposal tickets for the surplus soil.  This information shall also be included with the next PRR.  Also, 

the pavement restoration work that was completed last fall should also be included with the next PRR.

If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact us.

Sincerely

Gene

Eugene Melnyk, PE
Remediation Engineer, Division of Environmental Remediation

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
270 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14203
P: 716-851-7220 | F: 716-851-7226 | eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov

www.dec.ny.gov |  | 

From: E.Zurowski@aurubis.com <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com> 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 10:35 AM

To: Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov>

Cc: Z.Sutton@aurubis.com; T.Odonnell@aurubis.com; S.Slon@aurubis.com; C. Mark Hanna 

RE: Brownfield work notification at Aurubis Site V00314
Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) 
to:
E.Zurowski@aurubis.com
01/23/2020 11:06 AM
Cc:
"Z.Sutton@aurubis.com", "T.Odonnell@aurubis.com", "S.Slon@aurubis.com", "C. Mark 
Hanna", Kim Hahn, "Kuczka, Megan E (DEC)", "Caprio, Andrea (DEC)"
Hide Details 
From: "Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC)" <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov> Sort List...
To: "E.Zurowski@aurubis.com" <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>, 
Cc: "Z.Sutton@aurubis.com" <Z.Sutton@aurubis.com>, "T.Odonnell@aurubis.com" 
<T.Odonnell@aurubis.com>, "S.Slon@aurubis.com" <S.Slon@aurubis.com>, "C. Mark 
Hanna" <mhanna@envadvantage.com>, Kim Hahn <khahn@envadvantage.com>, "Kuczka, 
Megan E (DEC)" <Megan.Kuczka@dec.ny.gov>, "Caprio, Andrea (DEC)" 
<Andrea.Caprio@dec.ny.gov>
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<mhanna@envadvantage.com>; Kim Hahn <khahn@envadvantage.com>

Subject: Brownfield work notification

Hello Mr. Melynk,

In accordance with paragraph 4.2.2.2 of the Aurubis Buffalo, Inc. (Aurubis; formerly Outokumpu American Brass) 
Plant’s Site Management Plan (SMP; NYSDEC Site # 915007), dated July 2006, I am notifying you that Aurubis 
will be excavating a section of Area A south of the building approximately 4 feet wide by 20 feet long and 10 feet 
deep for the purpose of replacing underground fire sprinkler piping.  This is a non-emergency O&M construction 
activity.  Please see attached map of Area A that is highlighted in yellow for location of the excavation.  All 
excavation work is taking place inside of the fenced in area between the pump house and the south wall of our 
plant (see sketch below).  As this will be a trench excavation, water will not be applied to prevent the generation of 

airborne dust due to the sheltering of the trench and sidewall supports.   

At this time the plan is to remove the old sprinkler pipe and replace it with a new pipe.  As per SMP paragraph 
4.2.2.3, excavated soils will be returned to the trench excavation to the greatest extent possible, with any 
remaining soils being placed on tarps and covered with tarps, properly characterized as per SMP paragraph 
4.2.2.4 and subsequently removed from the site for landfill disposal.  Clean backfill from a documented source will 
then be placed in the trench and surface area capped with at least 4” of concrete.  Please call if you need further 

information.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders 
or unexpected emails.
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Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

Environmental Health & Safety Department

Flat Rolled Products

Phone        +1 716 879 6905

Fax        +1 716 879 6708

Mobile        +1 716 289 4662

e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981

Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

201111

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Buffalo, Job # 28324

201111-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: 3 Excavation Piles

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 3/4/2020

3/12/2020Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Ignitability

Ignitability No Burn mm / sec 3/16/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 1030

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

PCBs

PCB-1016 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1221 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1232 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1242 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1248 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1254 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1260 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1262 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

PCB-1268 < 0.160 mg/Kg 3/13/2020 19:07

Method Reference(s): EPA 8082A

EPA 3546

3/13/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Tetrachloro-m-xylene 89.643.1 3/13/202018.3 - 19:07

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

pH

pH 8.85 @ 23.3 C S.U. 3/16/2020 13:48

Method Reference(s): EPA 9045D

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Petroleum Hydrocarbons by GC

Heavy weight PHC as Lube Oil 1100 mg/Kg 3/16/2020 16:08

Mineral Oil 193 mg/Kg 3/16/2020 16:08

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

201111

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Buffalo, Job # 28324

201111-01Lab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: 3 Excavation Piles

SoilMatrix:

Date Sampled: 3/4/2020

3/12/2020Date Received:

Method Reference(s): NYSDOH 310.13

3/13/2020

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Cyanide

Reactivity, Cyanide <100 mg/Kg 3/16/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.3.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

Reactive Sulfide

Reactivity, Sulfide <100 mg/Kg 3/16/2020

Method Reference(s): EPA 7.3.4.2

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

ELAP does not offer this test for approval as part of their laboratory certification program.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
Page 3 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

201111

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Buffalo, Job # 28324

201111-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: 3 Excavation Piles

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 3/4/2020

3/12/2020Date Received:

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Semi-Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,4-Dichlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 7500 3/13/2020 16:46

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 400000 3/13/2020 16:46

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol < 40.0 ug/L 2000 3/13/2020 16:46

2,4-Dinitrotoluene < 40.0 ug/L 130 3/13/2020 16:46

Cresols (as m,p,o-Cresol) < 80.0 ug/L 200000 3/13/2020 16:46

Hexachlorobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 130 3/13/2020 16:46

Hexachlorobutadiene < 40.0 ug/L 500 3/13/2020 16:46

Hexachloroethane < 40.0 ug/L 3000 3/13/2020 16:46

Nitrobenzene < 40.0 ug/L 2000 3/13/2020 16:46

Pentachlorophenol < 80.0 ug/L 100000 3/13/2020 16:46

Pyridine < 40.0 ug/L 5000 3/13/2020 16:46

Method Reference(s): EPA 8270D

EPA 1311 / 3510C

Data File: B45071.D

3/13/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

2,4,6-Tribromophenol 11474.5 3/13/202059.6 - 16:46

2-Fluorobiphenyl 99.171.5 3/13/202036.2 - 16:46

2-Fluorophenol 10563.4 3/13/202014.9 - 16:46

Nitrobenzene-d5 10282.5 3/13/202053.7 - 16:46

Phenol-d5 10665.9 3/13/202010 - 16:46

Terphenyl-d14 11681.5 3/13/202058.7 - 16:46

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Herbicides

Regulatory Limit

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) <0.05 mg/L 1 3/17/2020

2,4-D <0.50 mg/L 10 3/17/2020

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
Page 4 of 11



Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

201111

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Buffalo, Job # 28324

201111-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: 3 Excavation Piles

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 3/4/2020

3/12/2020Date Received:

Method Reference(s): EPA 8151A

EPA 1311

Subcontractor ELAP ID: 11148

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Mercury

Regulatory Limit

Mercury < 0.00200 mg/L 0.2 3/13/2020 15:40

Method Reference(s): EPA 7470A

EPA 1311

Data File: Hg200313A

3/13/2020Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Pesticides

Regulatory Limit

Chlordane < 2.00 ug/L 30 3/16/2020 17:05

Endrin < 1.00 ug/L 20 3/16/2020 17:05

gamma-BHC (Lindane) < 1.00 ug/L 400 3/16/2020 17:05

Heptachlor < 1.00 ug/L 8 3/16/2020 17:05

Heptachlor Epoxide < 2.00 ug/L 8 3/16/2020 17:05

Methoxychlor < 1.00 ug/L 10000 3/16/2020 17:05

Toxaphene < 20.0 ug/L 500 3/16/2020 17:05

Method Reference(s): EPA 8081B

EPA 1311 / 3510C

3/13/2020Preparation Date: 

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

Decachlorobiphenyl (1) 158145 3/16/202018.1 - 17:05

Tetrachloro-m-xylene (1) 94.388.9 3/16/202033.4 - 17:05

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP RCRA Metals (ICP)

Regulatory Limit

Arsenic < 0.500 mg/L 5 3/13/2020 14:58

Barium 1.07 mg/L 100 3/13/2020 14:58

Cadmium 0.0290 mg/L 1 3/13/2020 14:58

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
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Lab Project ID:

Client:

Project Reference:

201111

Environmental Service Group

Aurubis Buffalo, Job # 28324

201111-01ALab Sample ID:

Sample Identifier: 3 Excavation Piles

TCLP ExtractMatrix:

Date Sampled: 3/4/2020

3/12/2020Date Received:

Chromium < 0.500 mg/L 5 3/13/2020 14:58

Lead < 0.500 mg/L 5 3/13/2020 14:58

Selenium < 0.200 mg/L 1 3/13/2020 14:58

Silver < 0.500 mg/L 5 3/13/2020 14:58

Method Reference(s): EPA 6010C

EPA 1311 / 3005A

Data File: 200313A

3/13/2020Preparation Date: 

Analyte Result Date AnalyzedQualifierUnits

TCLP Volatile Organics

Regulatory Limit

1,1-Dichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 3/16/2020 15:23

1,2-Dichloroethane < 20.0 ug/L 500 3/16/2020 15:23

2-Butanone < 100 ug/L 200000 3/16/2020 15:23

Benzene < 20.0 ug/L 500 3/16/2020 15:23

Carbon Tetrachloride < 20.0 ug/L 500 3/16/2020 15:23

Chlorobenzene < 20.0 ug/L 100000 3/16/2020 15:23

Chloroform < 20.0 ug/L 6000 3/16/2020 15:23

Tetrachloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 700 3/16/2020 15:23

Trichloroethene < 20.0 ug/L 500 3/16/2020 15:23

Vinyl chloride < 20.0 ug/L 200 3/16/2020 15:23

Method Reference(s): EPA 8260C

EPA 1311 / 5030C

Data File: x69081.D

Surrogate Percent Recovery Limits Date AnalyzedOutliers

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 13889.5 3/16/202074.3 - 15:23

4-Bromofluorobenzene 125104 3/16/202066.3 - 15:23

Pentafluorobenzene 11190.9 3/16/202087.4 - 15:23

Toluene-D8 113103 3/16/202085.8 - 15:23

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
Page 6 of 11



Analytical Report Appendix
The reported results relate only to the samples as they have been received by the laboratory.

Each page of this document is part of a multipage report.  This document may not be reproduced except in its 
entirety, without the prior consent of Paradigm Environmental Services, Inc.

All soil/sludge samples have been reported on a dry weight basis, unless qualified “reported as received”. 
Other solids are reported as received.

Low level Volatiles blank reports for soil/solid matrix are based on a nominal 5 gram weight. Sample results 
and reporting limits are based on actual weight, which may be more or less than 5 grams.

The Chain of Custody provides additional information, including compliance with sample condition 
requirements upon receipt.  Sample condition requirements are defined under the 2003 NELAC Standard, 
sections 5.5.8.3.1 and 5.5.8.3.2.

NYSDOH ELAP does not certify for all parameters.  Paradigm Environmental Services or the indicated 
subcontracted laboratory does hold certification for all analytes where certification is offered by ELAP unless 
otherwise specified.   Aliquots separated for certain tests, such as TCLP, are indicated on the Chain of Custody 
and final reports with an “A” suffix.

Data qualifiers are used, when necessary, to provide additional information about the data.  This information 
may be communicated as a flag or as text at the bottom of the report.  Please refer to the following list of 
analyte-specific, frequently used data flags and their meaning:

“<” = Analyzed for but not detected at or above the quantitation limit.
“E” = Result has been estimated, calibration limit exceeded.
“Z” = See case narrative.
“D” = Sample, Laboratory Control Sample, or Matrix Spike Duplicate results above Relative Percent 
Difference limit. 
“M” = Matrix spike recoveries outside QC limits.  Matrix bias indicated.
“B” = Method blank contained trace levels of analyte.  Refer to included method blank report.
“J” = Result estimated between the quantitation limit and half the quantitation limit.
"L" = Laboratory Control Sample recovery outside accepted QC limits.
“P” = Concentration differs by more than 40% between the primary and secondary analytical columns.
"NC" = Not calculable. Applicable to RPD if sample or duplicate result is non-detect or estimated (see 
primary report for data flags). Applicable to MS if sample is greater or equal to ten times the spike 
added. Applicable to sample surrogates or MS if sample dilution is 10x or higher.
"*" = Indicates any recoveries outside associated acceptance windows. Surrogate outliers in samples 
are presumed matrix effects. LCS demonstrates method compliance unless otherwise noted.
"(1)" = Indicates data from primary column used for QC calculation.
"A" = denotes a parameter for which ELAP does not offer approval as part of their laboratory 
certification program.
"F" = denotes a parameter for which Paradigm does not carry certification, the results for which 
should therefore only be used where ELAP certification is not required, such as personal exposure 
assessment.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LABORATORY SERVICES

These Terms and Conditions embody the whole agreement of the parties in the absence of a signed and executed contract between the 
Laboratory (LAB) and Client.  They shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements, either verbal or written, 
between the parties.  The LAB specifically rejects all additional, inconsistent, or conflicting terms, whether printed or otherwise set forth in any 
purchase order or other communication from the Client to the LAB.  The invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of any provision, term, 
or condition hereof shall not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Terms and Conditions. No waiver by LAB of 
any provision, term, or condition hereof or of any breach by or obligation of the Client hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such provision, 
term, or condition on any other occasion or a waiver of any other breach by or obligation of the Client.  This agreement shall be administered 
and interpreted under the laws of the state which services are procured. 

Warranty.  Recognizing that the nature of many samples is unknown and that some may contain potentially hazardous components, LAB 
warrants only that it will perform testing services, obtain findings, and prepare reports in accordance with generally accepted 
analytical laboratory principles and practices at the time of performance of services. LAB makes no other warranty, express or 
implied.

Scope and
Compensation.

LAB agrees to perform the services described in the chain of custody to which these terms and conditions are attached. Unless the 
parties agree in writing to the contrary, the duties of LAB shall not be construed to exceed the services specifically described. LAB will 
use LAB default method for all tests unless specified otherwise on the Work Order.
Payment terms are net 30 days from the date of invoice.  All overdue payments are subject to an interest charge of one and one-half 
percent (1-1/2%) per month or a portion thereof.  Client shall also be responsible for costs of collection, including payment of 
reasonable attorney fees if such expense is incurred.  The prices, unless stated, do not include any sale, use or other taxes.  Such taxes 
will be added to invoice prices when required.

Prices. Compensation for services performed will be based on the current Lab Analytical Fee Schedule or on  quotations agreed to in writing 
by the parties. Turnaround time based charges  are determined from the time of resolution of all work order questions. Testimony, 
court appearances or data compilation for legal action will be charged separately. Evaluation and reporting of initial screening runs 
may incur additional fees.

Limitations of
Liability.

In the event of any error, omission, or other professional negligence, the sole and exclusive responsibility of LAB shall be to re-
perform the deficient work at its own expense and LAB shall have no other liability whatsoever.  All claims shall be deemed waived 
unless made in writing and received by LAB within ninety (90) days following completion of services.
LAB shall have no liability, obligation, or responsibility of any kind for losses, costs, expenses, or other damages (including but not 
limited to any special, direct, incidental or consequential damages) with respect to LAB’s services or results.
All results provided by LAB are strictly for the use of its clients and LAB is in no way responsible for the use of such results by clients 
or third parties.  All reports  should be considered in their entirety, and LAB is not responsible for the separation, detachment, or 
other use of any portion of these reports. Client may not assign the lab report without the written consent of the LAB.
Client covenants and agrees, at its/his/her sole expense, to indemnify, protect, defend, and save harmless the LAB from and against 
any and all damages, losses, liabilities, obligations, penalties, claims, litigation, demands, defenses, judgments, suits, actions, 
proceedings, costs, disbursements and/or expenses (including, without limitation attorneys’ and experts’ fees and disbursements) of 
any kind whatsoever which may at any time be imposed upon, incurred by or asserted or awarded against client relating to, resulting 
from or arising out of (a) the breach of this agreement by this client, (b) the negligence of the client in handling, delivering or 
disclosing any hazardous substance, (c) the violation of the Client of any applicable law, (d) non-compliance by the Client with any 
environmental permit or (e) a material misrepresentation in disclosing the materials to be tested.

Hazard Disclosure. Client represents and warrants that any sample delivered to LAB will be preceded or accompanied by complete written disclosure of 
the presence of any hazardous substances known or suspected by Client.  Client further warrants that any sample containing any 
hazardous substance that is to be delivered to LAB will be packaged, labeled, transported, and delivered properly and in accordance 
with applicable laws.

Sample Handling. Prior to LAB’s acceptance of any sample (or after any revocation of acceptance), the entire risk of loss or of damage to such sample 
remains with Client.  Samples are accepted when receipt is acknowledged on chain of custody documentation.  In no event will LAB 
have any responsibility for the action or inaction of any carrier shipping or delivering any sample to or from LAB premises.
Client authorizes LAB to proceed with the analysis of samples as received by the laboratory, recognizing that any samples not in 
compliance with all current DOH-ELAP-NELAP requirements for containers, preservation or holding time will be noted as such on the 
final report. 
Disposal of hazardous waste samples is the responsibility of the Client.  If the Client does not wish such samples returned, LAB may 
add storage and disposal fees to the final invoice.  Maximum storage time for samples is 30 days after completion of analysis unless 
modified by applicable state or federal laws.  Client will be required to give the LAB written instructions concerning disposal of these 
samples.
LAB reserves the absolute right, exercisable at any time, to refuse to receive delivery of, refuse to accept, or revoke acceptance of any 
sample, which, in the sole judgment of LAB (a) is of unsuitable volume, (b) may be or become unsuitable for or may pose a risk in 
handling, transport, or processing for any health, safety, environmental or other reason whether or not due to the presence in the 
sample of any hazardous substance, and whether or not such presence has been disclosed to LAB by Client or (c) if the condition or 
sample date make the sample unsuitable for analysis.

Legal Responsibility. LAB is solely responsible for performance of this contract, and no affiliated company, director, officer, employee, or agent shall have 
any legal responsibility hereunder, whether in contract or tort including negligence.

Assignment. LAB may assign its performance obligations under this contract to other parties, as it deems necessary.  LAB shall disclose to Client 
any assignee (subcontractor) by ELAP ID # on the submitted final report. 

Force Majeure. LAB shall have no responsibility or liability to the Client for any failure or delay in performance by LAB, which results in whole or in 
part from any cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of LAB.  Such causes and circumstances shall include, but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts or orders of any government authority, strikes or other labor disputes, natural disasters, accidents, wars, 
civil disturbances, difficulties or delays in transportation, mail or delivery services, inability to obtain sufficient services or supplies 
from LAB’s usual suppliers, or any other cause beyond LAB’s reasonable control.

Law. This contract shall be continued under the laws of the State of New York without regard to its conflicts of laws provision.

This report is part of a multipage document and should only be evaluated in its entirety. The Chain of Custody provides 
additional sample information, including compliance with the sample condition requirements upon receipt.

Report Prepared Thursday, March 19, 2020
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APPENDIX G 
 

OCTOBER 2019 INSPECTION REPORT FROM JOSEPH S. FRANDINA, P.E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Area A  
Deficiencies prior to Fall 2019 Paving Repair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Area D  
Deficiencies prior to Fall 2019 Paving Repair 
 







Fall 2019 Paving Completion Photos Aurubis Buffalo, Inc.



Elizabeth:

Thank you for the information on the pavement repairs.  Based upon the photos provided, the asphalt cover is 

very distressed to the point that some of these proposed repairs should have been done years ago.  The SMP 

states that if the asphalt cover has significantly deteriorated, that an evaluation by a Professional Engineer 

should be performed and that the repairs be completed based upon the engineer’s recommendations.  To 

purpose behind that was to prevent routine repairs on asphalt that is clearly failing potentially exposing 

contaminated soil to contact and migration.  The scope of work provided by your paver is sketchy.  It appears 

that there will be milling of some failed areas followed by a new topcourse and some areas with a basecourse 

and topcourse.  My question is will these repairs be adequate and withstand the anticipated traffic (trucks or 

cars or both?).

I will be off the week of 9/16 and back Monday 9/23.  If you want to discuss further, we can do so after the 

Monday.

Sincerely

Gene

Eugene Melnyk, PE
Remediation Engineer, Division of Environmental Remediation

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
270 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14203
P: 716-851-7220 | F: 716-851-7226 | eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov

www.dec.ny.gov |  | 

From: E.Zurowski@aurubis.com <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com> 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 3:11 PM

To: Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov>

Cc: Z.Sutton@aurubis.com; P.Bodekor@aurubis.com; M.Leahey@aurubis.com

Subject: Area A & D paving work

RE: Area A & D paving work
Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) 
to:
E.Zurowski@aurubis.com
09/13/2019 04:26 PM
Cc:
"Z.Sutton@aurubis.com", "P.Bodekor@aurubis.com", "M.Leahey@aurubis.com", 
"Staniszewski, Chad (DEC)", "Szymanski, David (DEC)"
Hide Details 
From: "Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC)" <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov> Sort List...
To: "E.Zurowski@aurubis.com" <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>, 
Cc: "Z.Sutton@aurubis.com" <Z.Sutton@aurubis.com>, "P.Bodekor@aurubis.com" 
<P.Bodekor@aurubis.com>, "M.Leahey@aurubis.com" <M.Leahey@aurubis.com>, 
"Staniszewski, Chad (DEC)" <chad.staniszewski@dec.ny.gov>, "Szymanski, David (DEC)" 
<david.szymanski@dec.ny.gov>
History: This message has been forwarded.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders 
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Hello Mr. Melnyk,

Per our conversation the other day, attached is information on the paving that is taking place in area A &  D of our 
brown field and some associated photos.  I will be out of the office next week so if you have any particular 
questions or need additional information please contact the project manager Zack Sutton at 879-6705 or email 

z.sutton@aurubis.com.

Schematic of Area A & D paving projects:

� The areas where the surface is to be milled and then repaved are highlighted in yellow.  Where there are 

yellow circles indicates that patching will be done.  The quotes are attached.

� Sample of Area A pictures where it is planned to mill the pavement and repave.

� Area D where it is planned to mill the pavement and repave.

Mark Leahey is the project manager on the other project where Aurubis will be changing the employee entrance. 
 Mark will be marking up drawings and forwarding them to you sometime next week. I have copied Mark on this 

email so you have his email address. Have a wonderful weekend.

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

Environmental Health & Safety Department

Flat Rolled Products

Phone        +1 716 879 6905

Fax        +1 716 879 6708

Mobile        +1 716 289 4662

e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981

Buffalo, NY 14240-0981

www.aurubis.com

or unexpected emails.
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RE: Paving Repairs   
Elizabeth Zurowski   to: Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) 10/21/2019 09:49 AM

Cc: "R.Lyons@aurubis.com"

Hello Mr. Melnyk,

Most certainly we will manage it per our SMP.  Have a wonderful day.

Best Regards,

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment
Environmental Health & Safety Department
Flat Rolled Products

Phone +1 716 879 6905
Fax +1 716 879 6708
Mobile +1 716 289 4662
e.zurowski@aurubis.com

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981
Buffalo, NY 14240-0981
www.aurubis.com

"Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC)" 10/21/2019 09:10:07 AMElizabeth: Thanks for providing the pav...

From: "Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC)" <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov>
To: "E.Zurowski@aurubis.com" <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>, 
Cc: "R.Lyons@aurubis.com" <R.Lyons@aurubis.com>
Date: 10/21/2019 09:10 AM
Subject: RE: Paving Repairs

Elizabeth:

Thanks for providing the pavement condition assessment by the Professional Engineer .  If during the 

course of the pavement repairs that involve base replacement, any surplus soil should be managed as a 

waste as it may be remaining contaminated soil.  Aurubis’s environmental consultant should be able to 

assist Aurubis in managing the disposal of surplus soil.

 

Sincerely

 

Eugene Melnyk, PE
Remediation Engineer, Division of Environmental Remediation

 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation



270 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14203
P: 716-851-7220 | F: 716-851-7226 | eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov

 

www.dec.ny.gov |  |            
 

 

From: E.Zurowski@aurubis.com <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com> 

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2019 9:01 AM

To: Melnyk, Eugene W (DEC) <eugene.melnyk@dec.ny.gov>

Cc: R.Lyons@aurubis.com

Subject: Fw: Paving Repairs

 

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown  

senders or unexpected emails.

Hello Mr. Melnyk, 

Per our conversation, attached is Joseph Frandina's assessment of the paving need to be done.  Let me 

know if you have any additional questions.  Have a wonderful day. 

Best Regards, 

Elizabeth Zurowski
Sr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

Environmental Health & Safety Department 

Flat Rolled Products 

Phone        +1 716 879 6905 

Fax        +1 716 879 6708 

Mobile        +1 716 289 4662 

e.zurowski@aurubis.com 

Aurubis Buffalo, Inc
PO Box 981

Buffalo, NY 14240-0981 

www.aurubis.com 

----- Forwarded by Elizabeth Zurowski/BUF/Aurubis on 10/21/2019 08:51 AM ----- 

From:        Joe Frandina <jsfrandina@gmail.com> 

To:        mhanna@hazardevaluations.com, 

Cc:        r.bentley@aurubis.com, z.sutton@aurubis.com, e.zurowski@aurubis.com 

Date:        10/18/2019 08:50 PM 



Subject:        Paving Repairs 

Mark, 

My letter report on the pavement conditions and commentary on the proposed repairs at  

Aurubis is attached for your use. 

Let em know if you have any questions or comments . 

Thank you for the opportunity to work with you again . 

Joe



 

 

 

APPENDIX H  
 

FEDERAL, STATE, AND OR LOCAL PERMITS ISSUED FOR THE PROPERTY 
 

 
 



10.4 - Environmental Permit Numbers

Facility I.D. number Permit # / Certificate # / 
Registration#

Effective date Expiration date Comments

Air Title V Facility 9140200021 9-1402-0021/00081 October 19, 2012 October 10, 2017 Under administrative extension until the State 
issues the permit.   (EIS): 8502311

RCRA (Hazardous waste generator) NYD000632083 N/A N/A N/A Required for Large Quantity Generator
B.P.D.E.S. Discharge permit (water) N/A 18-05-BU263 May 1, 2018 April 20, 2021 N/A
US EPA Register I.D. 110058148437 N/A N/A N/A Identifies your exact longitude and latitude
DOT Hazardous Material certificate of 
Registration

52730 052220001014CE July 1, 2020 June 30, 2023 Allows for shipment of Hazardous Waste

Chemical Bulk Storage N/A 9-000089 April 19, 2019 June 2, 2021 Allows bulk storage
Petroleum Bulk Storage N/A 9-505315 September 17, 2019 November 6, 2024 Allows bulk storage









































Hi Elizabeth, The Department does not send out extension letters to Title V facilities that submitted a Renewal application 6 months prior to the expiration date.  You properly did that.  So, what happens when the Active Title V permit is about to expire, the computer system we use, AFS, gets updated to show the permit as SAPA extended.  I cut and pasted below what AFS shows for the Aurubis Renewal 2 Title V permit (which is the Active permit):  
So, AFS properly updated your existing Active Tive V permit as SAPA Extended.  If you have any further questions, please let me know.  Sincerely,  Alan J. Zylinski, P.E.  Professional Engineer 1 NYSDEC Region 9 Division of Air Resources 270 Michigan Avenue  Buffalo, NY 14203   (716) 8517130   
From: E.Zurowski@aurubis.com [mailto:E.Zurowski@aurubis.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2017 4:39 PM
To: Zylinski, Alan (DEC) <alan.zylinski@dec.ny.gov>
Cc: mhanna@hazardevaluations.com
Subject: RE: Aurubis Buffalo 147 Strand Scrubber Replacement  Minor Mod Notification
Hello Alan & Mark,Thank you.  Can you send an extension letter for our permit as it expired 10/18/17?  Have a wonderful evening.Best Regards,Elizabeth ZurowskiSr. Manager - Health, Safety & Environment

RE: Aurubis Buffalo 147 Strand Scrubber Replacement - Minor Mod NotificationZylinski, Alan (DEC) to:E.Zurowski@aurubis.com11/09/2017 05:14 PMCc:"mhanna@hazardevaluations.com"Hide Details From: "Zylinski, Alan (DEC)" <alan.zylinski@dec.ny.gov>To: "E.Zurowski@aurubis.com" <E.Zurowski@aurubis.com>, Cc: "mhanna@hazardevaluations.com" <mhanna@hazardevaluations.com>

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
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Aurubis Buffalo, IncPO Box 981Buffalo, NY 14240-0981Phone:  +1 (716) 879-6905Mobile: +1 (716) 289-4662Fax:       +1 (716) 879-6708E-Mail: e.zurowski@aurubis.com
From:        "Zylinski, Alan (DEC)" <alan.zylinski@dec.ny.gov>To:        "mhanna@hazardevaluations.com" <mhanna@hazardevaluations.com>, Cc:        Elizabeth Zurowski <e.zurowski@aurubis.com>, "R.Rydza@aurubis.com" <R.Rydza@aurubis.com>Date:        11/09/2017 04:04 PMSubject:        RE: Aurubis Buffalo 147 Strand Scrubber Replacement - Minor Mod Notification
Hi Mark, Thanks for the notification.  Aurubis may proceed as planned.  Sincerely,  Alan J. Zylinski, P.E. Professional Engineer 1NYSDEC Region 9 Division of Air Resources270 Michigan Avenue Buffalo, NY 14203(716) 8517130   
From: C. Mark Hanna [mailto:mhanna@hazardevaluations.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 07, 2017 3:27 PM
To: Zylinski, Alan (DEC) <alan.zylinski@dec.ny.gov>
Cc: Elizabeth Zurowski <e.zurowski@aurubis.com>; R.Rydza@aurubis.com
Subject: Aurubis Buffalo 147 Strand Scrubber Replacement  Minor Mod Notification
Alan,     Please find attached a summary letter which describes Aurubis Buffalo’s proposed replacement of the scrubber for the 147 Strand line, as was previously discussed during your Annual Title V 

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
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facility inspection on September 22, 1017.  Details concerning the operational changes are presented in this letter.  HEI suggests that the proposed changes represent a minor modification to the existing TV permit.  If you have any questions, please contact me directly.  MarkC. Mark Hanna, CHMM, President Hazard Evaluations, Inc. 3636 N. Buffalo Road Orchard Park, New York   14127 (716) 667-3130 ext.101(716) 667-3156 (fax) (716) 998-3130 (cell) mhanna@hazardevaluations.comwww.hazardevaluations.com*****************************************************************************CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This electronic transmission, including any attachments, may contain confidential information belonging to the sender and is intended only for receipt by the individual or entity named. If you believe you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete and erase this transmission from your system. Further, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,copying, distribution, use or dissemination of the transmission or its contents, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this transmission, is strictly prohibited. WARNING: Electronic transmissions are not guaranteed to be timely, error-free, secure, or free of malicious code, and the sender accepts no liability for any damage caused by viruses, malicious code, or errors or omissions contained in or resulting from this transmission. ****************************************************************************
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